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a b s t r a c t
We study the polynomial state complexity classes 2Σk and 2Πk, that is, the hierarchy of
problems that can be solved with a polynomial number of states by two-way alternating
finite automata (2Afas)making atmost k−1 alternations between existential anduniversal
states, starting in an existential or universal state, respectively. This hierarchy is infinite:
for k = 2, 3, 4, . . . , both 2Σk−1 and 2Πk−1 are proper subsets of 2Σk and of 2Πk, since
the conversion of a one-way Σk- or Πk-alternating automaton with n states into a two-
way automaton with a smaller number of alternations requires 2n/4−O(k) states. The same
exponential blow-up is required for converting a Σk-bounded 2Afa into a Πk-bounded
2Afa and vice versa, that is, 2Σk and 2Πk are incomparable. In the case of Σk-bounded
2Afas, the exponential gap applies also for intersection, while in the case of Πk-bounded
2Afas for union. The same results are established for one-way alternating finite automata.
This solves several open problems raised in [C. Kapoutsis, Size complexity of two-way
finite automata, in: Proc. Develop. Lang. Theory, in: Lect. Notes Comput. Sci., vol. 5583,
Springer-Verlag, 2009, pp. 47–66.]
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Automata theory is one of the classic parts of theoretical computer science, and also a common first step in the study
of this field. The fundamental standard models, one-way and two-way deterministic and nondeterministic finite state
automata were studied already in 1959 by Rabin and Scott [1] and Shepherdson [2], who showed that all these devices
correspond to the same class of regular languages.
By the classical subset construction [1], we can replace a one-way nondeterministic finite state automaton (1Nfa) with
n states by an equivalent deterministic automaton (1Dfa) with at most 2n states. In the worst case, this blow-up cannot be
improved. (See e.g. [3–5].) On the other hand, it is not clear whether there exists a polynomial trade-off, in the number of
states, between the corresponding two-way automata (2Nfas and 2Dfas): it was conjectured by Sakoda and Sipser [6] that,
even in the two-way case, the gap must be exponential. However, the best known lower bound isΩ(n2) [7].
In the invited paper at DLT 2009 [8], Kapoutsis formulated the corresponding problems for the classes of languages
recognizable by two-way alternating finite state automata (2Afas), making a constant number of alternations. He observed
that, in contrast with the time/space complexity theory, where a plethora of complexity classes was studied since the
1970s [9,10], the study of automata size complexity was progressing very slowly and had stayed focused mostly on 2Nfas
and 2Dfas. Therefore, he proposed to develop an elegant theory that mirrors the classical time/space complexity classes
for two way finite automata (2fas): rather than individual languages, we should consider regular problems as sequences of
languages L = (Ln)n≥1. The key to this analogy is that the time bound t(n) for Turing machines, where n is the input length,
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becomes the state-size bound for 2fas, where n is the index of the regular problem:
2D = {L = (Ln)n≥1 | there exists an ℓ ≥ 0 and a sequence of 2Dfas (Mn)n≥1
such that, for each n,Mn accepts Ln with at most nℓ + ℓ states}.
The corresponding polynomial state complexity classes for nondeterministic or one-way machines are denoted by 2N,
1D, 1N.
Thus, in perfect analogy with the famous P ?= NP question for polynomial time complexity classes, the above Sakoda–
Sipser’s problem for 2fas can be formulated as 2D ?= 2N. ThenNP ?= coNP, the secondmost important open problem for the
polynomial time, corresponds to 2N ?= co2N, i.e., to the well-known open problem of whether there is a polynomial trade
off, in the number of states, for complementation of 2Nfas.
The basic time complexity classes were extended to other computational models, among others, to alternating devices.
Above NP = Σ1P and coNP = Π1P, with Σ1P ?= Π1P, we have an entire polynomial-time hierarchy, with open problems
ΣkP
?= ΠkP, for k ≥ 1. Here ΣkP and ΠkP denote the classical classes of languages recognizable in polynomial time by
alternating machines making at most k−1 alternations, with the initial configuration existential or universal, respectively.
(For more details about alternation, see [11] or [12,13,9,10]. For our purposes, a definition presented in Section 2 will do.)
So far, it is not known whether the polynomial time hierarchy is infinite or if it collapses, i.e., whether there exists a k0 such
thatΣkP = ΠkP = Σk0P = Πk0P, for each k ≥ k0.
The situation is quite different for the space alternating hierarchies. As a direct consequence of the inductive counting
[14,15], Σkspace(s(n)) = Πkspace(s(n)) = Nspace(s(n)), for each k ≥ 1 and each s(n) ∈ Ω(log n), which covers
all logarithmic and polynomial space complexity classes. For small space s(n), between log log n and log n, the hierarchy
is infinite: Σkspace(s(n)) and Πkspace(s(n)) are incomparable and properly included both in Σk+1space(s(n)) and in
Πk+1space(s(n)) [16–18].We point out that the assumption s(n) /∈ o(log log n) is necessary: below log log n, all these classes
coincide with the class of regular languages [19].
In analogy with these hierarchies, Kapoutsis [8] introduced a polynomial state complexity alternating hierarchy: here 2Σk
and 2Πk are classes of problems solvable with a polynomial number of states by two-way finite automata making at most
k−1 alternations between existential and universal states, starting in existential or universal state, respectively. He also
raised a natural question, namely, whether this hierarchy is infinite and which inclusions are proper. The same problem
arises also for the corresponding classes in the hierarchy of one-way automata, 1Σk and 1Πk.
In this paper,we show that, both in the two-way and the one-way cases, the above hierarchies are infinite.More precisely,
for each k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, there exist languages Ek,n and Ak,n such that Ek,n is a complement of Ak,n, and
• n+ k+ 1 states are sufficient for accepting Ek,n by aΣk-bounded 1Afa, but
• 2n/4−O(log k) states are necessary for accepting Ek,n by anyΠk-bounded 2Afa,
• n+ k+ 1 states are sufficient for accepting Ak,n by aΠk-bounded 1Afa, but
• 2n/4−O(log k) states are necessary for accepting Ak,n by anyΣk-bounded 2Afa.
This gives that even the conversion of a one-way Σk- or Πk-alternating machine with n states into a two-way machine
with a smaller number of alternations requires at least 2n/4−O(k) states. Thus, among others, the following inclusions are
proper:
2Σk ⊃ 2Σk−1, 2Σk ⊃ 2Πk−1, 2Πk ⊃ 2Σk−1, 2Πk ⊃ 2Πk−1,
for each k ≥ 2. Moreover, 2Σk and 2Πk are incomparable, i.e., we can obtain the exponential blow-up of 2n/4−O(k) states
in either direction. All these results are also valid for the corresponding one-way polynomial state complexity classes. In
addition, these two hierarchies are mutually intertwined: 1Σk ⊈ 2Σk−1, 1Σk ⊈ 2Πk−1, 1Πk ⊈ 2Σk−1, and 1Πk ⊈ 2Πk−1.
At the first level, the problem of whether 2Σ1
?= 2Π1 remains open.
All exponential gaps presented above are shown by using witness languages Ek,n and Ak,n with input alphabets on
2n + k − 1 letters. That is, the alphabet size grows in k and n. Nevertheless, the blow-ups remain exponential even for
a three-letter input alphabet (hence, any larger fixed alphabet as well), with the exponential gap 2n/8−O(k2) in the number
of states. For binary regular languages, we can guarantee the gap of size 2n/16−O(k2). In the unary case, the problem of an
infinite hierarchy remains open.
The basic ideas for the proof of an infinite hierarchy for the polynomial state complexity classes are ‘‘borrowed’’ from [17],
showing the corresponding infinite hierarchy for sublogarithmic alternating space complexity classes Σkspace(s(n)) and
Πkspace(s(n)). (All ‘‘borrowed’’ material is concentrated in Section 4.) Clearly, 2Afas may be viewed as alternating Turing
machines working with O(1) space.
Nevertheless, transforming the ideas presented in [17] into our new setting is not so straightforward as it might seem at
first glance, for several reasons. First, all independent proofs [16–18] of the infinite hierarchy for sublogarithmic space work
under the assumption s(n) /∈ o(log log n), which excludes s(n) ∈ O(1).
The second important difference is that the Turing machine is a uniform computational model, for which n is merely the
input length. (Thus, the givenmachine uses the same set of instructions for inputs of all lengths n.) However, we are dealing
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here with (Mn)n≥1, a sequence of 2Afas, which can be extremely nonuniform. (Transition functions for different 2Afas in
the sequence (Mn)n≥1 might be quite independent.) This leads tomany nontrivial low-level technical differences andmakes
the state complexity gaps, derived in this paper, dependent on the size of the input alphabet and on other subtle changes.
2. Basic definitions
Here we introduce some basic notation. For a more detailed exposition and bibliography related to regular languages,
the reader is referred to [20,8,10]. The reader is also assumed to be familiar with the notion of alternation [11]. (For more
details, see e.g. [21,12,13,9,10].)
A two-way alternating finite automaton (2Afa, for short) is defined as a sextuplet M = (Σ,Π, S, δ, qI, F), in which Σ
and Π are the finite sets of existential and universal states, respectively, with Σ ∩ Π = ∅, S is the finite input alphabet,
δ : Q × (S ∪ {⊢,⊣}) → 2Q×{−1,0,+1} is the transition function, where Q = Σ ∪ Π and ⊢,⊣ /∈ S are two special symbols,
called the left and right endmarkers, respectively, qI ∈ Q is the initial state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states.
The inputword is surrounded on the tape by the two endmarkers. Themachine starts in qI with the input head positioned
on the left endmarker. In one step, M reads an input symbol, changes its state, and moves the input head one position to
the right, left, or keeps it stationary, depending on whether δ returns+1,−1, or 0, respectively. An individual computation
path is accepting if it halts in an accepting state, the final head position is irrelevant.1
The global rules for accepting are defined as is usual for alternating devices: if, at the given moment, the function δ
admits to execute several transitions, the machine (i) nondeterministically chooses one of them, if it is in an existential
state, but (ii) follows, in parallel, all possible computation paths, if the current state is universal. By nondeterminism of (i),
there may exist several different computations for the same input. By (ii), the computation forks into parallel processes. The
input is accepted, if the nondeterministically chosen computation, starting in qI at the left endmarker, forms an accepting
computation subtree of parallel branches, embedded in the full tree of all possible computation paths, such that all branches
in the subtree halt in accepting states. (See e.g. [11]. We shall review these rules again in Definition 2.4, for 2Afas of a special
form.)
The automatonM is said to be one-way (1Afa), if its input headmotions are restricted to+1 and 0. For one-waymachines,
we usually do not embed the input in between endmarkers, but we require the machine to halt all accepting computations
after reading the entire input. If 1Afa does not use stationarymoves, we shall sometimes simplify the notation for transitions
by writing q s−−→ q′1, . . . , q′h instead of δ(q, s) = {(q′1,+1), . . . , (q′h,+1)}.
A configuration is an ordered pair p = ⟨q, h⟩, where q is a finite control state and h is a position of the input head.
Sometimes it is more convenient to express configurations in a different way: on an input αwβ , with |w| ≥ 2, we
can give the input head positions with respect to segments α and β , that is, the configuration can be presented in the form
p = ⟨q, hs, ho⟩, where (i) q is again the finite control state, (ii) hs ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the segment number: ‘‘1’’ for the symbols
inside α (including the left endmarker and the first symbol in w); ‘‘2’’ for the symbols inside w (except for the first and
last symbols); and ‘‘3’’ for the symbols inside β (including the last symbol in w and the right endmarker), and (iii) ho is the
segment offset: in the range 0 . . . |α|+1 for hs = 1; then 2 . . . |w|−1 for hs = 2; and 0 . . . |β|+1 for hs = 3.
This simplifies our reasoning about the machine’s behavior on two different inputs αw+β and αw−β outside w+, w−.
Two configurations p+ = ⟨q+, h+s, h+o⟩ and p− = ⟨q−, h−s, h−o⟩ positioned on inputs αw+β and αw−β , respectively, both
outside w+, w−, are equal with respect to segments α and β , if q+ = q−, h+s = h−s ≠ 2, and h+o = h−o. The absolute
head positions may differ, sincew+, w− may be of different lengths. (We shall always state explicitly when the input head
positions are taken with respect to some tape segmentation, otherwise, we use the standard absolute input head positions.)
An alternation is a computation step switching the finite control state from q ∈ Σ to q′ ∈ Π , or from q ∈ Π to q′ ∈ Σ .
In this paper, we focus our interest mainly on Afas making a constant number of alternations.
Definition 2.1 (Σk- andΠk-bounded Automata). A 2AfaM is weaklyΣk-bounded (weaklyΠk-bounded), if its initial state is
existential (universal, respectively) and, for each accepted input, there exists at least one accepting computation subtree the
parallel branches of which never execute more than k−1 alternations.
A 2Afa M is strongly Σk-bounded (strongly Πk-bounded), if its initial state is existential (universal, respectively) and no
computation path, on any input, ever uses more than k−1 alternations.
We use the same terminology also for 1Afas.
Note that a weakly Σk/Πk-bounded 2Afa can use an arbitrary number of alternations on inputs that are rejected. The
same holds for computation paths not belonging to the optimal accepting computation subtree on an accepted input. The
strongly bounded 2Afas are potentially more restricted; they can never exceed the given bound.
For the purposes of our reasoning, we shall need even a more restricted – but more convenient – machine model, of a
special ‘‘normal form’’, in which the set of states is split explicitly into k ordered levels (with each level using only existential
or only universal branching), and transitions from lower levels to higher levels are not allowed:
1 In some literature, the acceptance condition for the two-way automata requires the machine to halt in an accepting state with the head at the right
endmarker . Such modification is marginal for our purposes, the difference in size never exceeds a single state.
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Definition 2.2 (Σk- andΠk-alternating Automata). A two-way Σk-alternating finite automaton (2Σkfa) is a 2Afa with the
finite control states divided into alternating levels, i.e., into pairwise disjoint sets Σk,Πk−1,Σk−2,Πk−3, . . . , with Σj ⊆ Σ
and Πj ⊆ Π for each j, starting in qI ∈ Σk. The lowest level is Σ1 or Π1, depending on parity of k. In a single step, such
machine can get from a state q ∈ Σj to some q′, with q′ ∈ Σj or q′ ∈ Σi ∪ Πi, for some i < j. Similarly, for q ∈ Πj, we
have q′ ∈ Πj or q′ ∈ Σi ∪ Πi, with i < j. Each configuration inherits the alternating level Σj/Πj of the finite control state
included.
Similarly, a two-wayΠk-alternating finite automaton (2Πkfa) uses setsΠk,Σk−1,Πk−2,Σk−3, . . . ,with qI ∈ Πk.
Finally, 2∆∗fa denotes any 2AfaM of type 2Σkfa or 2Πkfa, for some k ≥ 1.
By 1Σkfa, 1Πkfa, and 1∆∗fawe denote the corresponding one-way machines.
Clearly, each 2Σkfa is a strongly Σk-bounded 2Afa, which in turn is weakly Σk-bounded. The same holds for Πk-alter-
nating or one-way machines.
On the other hand, it is actually possible to construct a 2Afa that makes a constant number of alternations on every
input (e.g., stronglyΣk-bounded, for some k), yet its set of states cannot be divided into alternating levels (thus, not of type
2∆∗fa): At the first stage of its operation, the machine will check that the input is of a certain ‘‘good form’’ (e.g., a binary
string not containingmore than k− 1 zeros). Then it will make a second pass over the input, potentially switching from any
level to any level. However, the ‘‘good form’’ will guarantee that the number of alternations stays bounded by a constant.
(In our example, it alternates only while scanning some symbol zero along the input.)
Nevertheless, unrestricted 2Afas with bounded alternation can be transformed to the normal form with explicitly
ordered levels, presented in Definition 2.2, using only a linear growth in the number of states:
Theorem 2.3. For each k ≥ 1, each weakly or stronglyΣk-bounded (Πk-bounded) 2AfaM with at most m states can be replaced
by a 2ΣkfaM ′ (2ΠkfaM ′, respectively) with at most m · ⌈k/2⌉ + 1 states accepting the same language.
The same holds also for the corresponding one-way devices.
Proof. (a) LetM = (Σ,Π, S, δ, qI, F), with Q = Σ ∪Π , be an arbitrary 2Afawithm states starting in an existential state.
We shall construct, for each given k ≥ 1, a 2ΣkfaM ′ with at most m · ⌈k/2⌉ + 1 states accepting, in general, only a subset
of the original language. However, ifM turns out to be weaklyΣk-bounded, thenM ′ accepts the same language as doesM .
The simulation of M by M ′ is quite straightforward, but M ′ keeps also track of the current alternating level in its finite
state control. That is,M ′ uses an integer counter j ∈ {k, . . . , 1}. Initially, j = k, but this value is decreased each timeM makes
an alternation. When the given limit on the number of alternations has been exhausted,M ′ halts in a new rejecting state qR,
ignoring the rest of simulation. This gives Q ′ = Q × {k, . . . , 1} ∪ {qR}. (Actually, we need only a reachable part of this set.)
The new transition function is defined as follows. If δ(q, s) ∋ (q′, d), for some q, q′ ∈ Q , s ∈ S, and d ∈ {−1, 0,+1}, then
• δ′(⟨q, j⟩, s) ∋ (⟨q′, j⟩, d), for each j ∈ {k, . . . , 1}, provided that both q and q′ are existential states, or they are both
universal,
• δ′(⟨q, j⟩, s) ∋ (⟨q′, j− 1⟩, d), for each j ∈ {k, . . . , 2}, provided that q is an existential state but q′ is universal, or vice
versa,
• δ′(⟨q, 1⟩, s) ∋ (qR, 0), provided that q is existential but q′ is universal, or vice versa,
• δ′(qR, s˜) = ∅, for each s˜ ∈ S.
• Finally, q′I = ⟨qI, k⟩ and F ′ = F × {k, . . . , 1}.
It is quite easy to see that the state set of M ′ can be split into k ordered levels, as required by Definition 2.2 for
2Σkfas. Since M starts in an existential state, taking into account only reachable states ⟨q, j⟩, we have Σk = Σ × {k},
Πk−1 = Π×{k−1}, Σk−2 = Σ×{k−2}, . . . . The new rejecting state qR is included in the lowest level:Σ1 = Σ×{1}∪{qR}
or Π1 = Π × {1} ∪ {qR}, depending on parity of k. Thus, the number of reachable states in M ′ can be bounded by
∥Σ∥ · ⌈k/2⌉ + ∥Π∥ · ⌈k/2⌉ + 1 = ∥Q∥ · ⌈k/2⌉ + 1 = m · ⌈k/2⌉ + 1.
It is also easy to see that if, for the given input, there exists a valid accepting computation subtree forM ′, then there must
exist a valid accepting computation subtree forM . This follows from the following facts: (i) forM ′, no path in an accepting
computation subtree can halt in qR and (ii) if M ′ can reach a configuration ⟨⟨q, j⟩, h⟩, for some q, j, and h, then M can reach
the corresponding configuration ⟨q, h⟩.
The converse implication holds under the additional assumption that, for each accepted input, there exists at least one
accepting computation subtree forM , the parallel branches of which never execute more than k− 1 alternations. Using the
same sequence of existential choices along each path, we then obtain a valid computation subtree for M ′, the branches of
which never reach the state qR, and henceM ′ accepts.
Summing up, if M ′ accepts some input, so does M . If M turns out to be weakly Σk-bounded, the converse implication
holds as well.
(b) If M starts in a universal state, we just swap the roles of existential and universal levels, which gives us an
automatonM ′ of type 2Πkfa.
(c) Clearly, the above construction works also for stronglyΣk/Πk-bounded or one-way machines. 
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Before passing further, we need some more terminology.
A single-level path, for a 2∆∗fa, is a computation path such that all states q1 . . . , qe along this path are of the same
alternating level, i.e., for some j ≥ 1, either they are allΣj-alternating or they are allΠj-alternating.2
For 2∆∗fas, the rules for acceptance/rejection can be formulated as follows. Note that they are not perfectly symmetrical,
because of infinite cycles, and that we havewitnesses to acceptance for existential configurations, but witnesses to rejection
for universal ones.
Definition 2.4 (Acceptance, Rejection, and Witness Computation Paths). A configuration p = ⟨q, h⟩ is, on the given input and
for the given 2∆∗fa,
• Σj-accepting, if q ∈ Σj, and there exists a witness path to acceptance, that is, a single-level computation path from p to
some p′ such that, from p′, either the machine enters aΣi/Πi-accepting configuration in the next computation step, for
some i < j, or it enters a halting accepting configuration,
• Πj-accepting, if q ∈ Πj, and each single-level path from p either enters aΣi/Πi-accepting configuration, for some i < j,
or it halts in an accepting configuration,
• Σj-rejecting, if q ∈ Σj, and all single-level paths from p enterΣi/Πi-rejecting configurations with i < j, halt in rejecting
configurations, or execute infinite cycles,
• Πj-rejecting, if q ∈ Πj, and there exists a witness path to rejection, that is, a single-level path from p that enters aΣi/Πi-
rejecting configuration, for some i < j, halts in a rejecting configuration, or executes an infinite cycle.
AΣk/Πk-alternating machine accepts the input, if the initial configuration is determined to beΣk/Πk-accepting.
A sequence of regular languages L = (Ln)n≥1 will be called a regular problem. In analogy with the well-established time
or space complexity classes, we introduce state complexity classes, containing all regular problems that can be solved by the
corresponding automata with a polynomial number of states:
2Σk = {L = (Ln)n≥1 | there exists an ℓ ≥ 0 and a sequence of 2Σkfas (Mn)n≥1
such that, for each n,Mn accepts Ln with at most nℓ + ℓ states},
2Πk = {L = (Ln)n≥1 | there exists an ℓ ≥ 0 and a sequence of 2Πkfas (Mn)n≥1
such that, for each n,Mn accepts Ln with at most nℓ + ℓ states},
2H =

k≥1
( 2Σk ∪ 2Πk ) .
Finally, 1Σk, 1Πk, and 1H denote the corresponding classes for one-way machines.
Because of the simulations presented in Theorem 2.3, the above state complexity classes are in fact model-independent:
the sets of problems contained in 2Σk, 2Πk, or 2H will not change, if the definition of these classes is based on weakly or
stronglyΣk/Πk-bounded unrestricted 2Afas instead of 2Σk/Πkfas. The same holds for one-way classes 1Σk, 1Πk, and 1H.
Since all results presented below will be valid for both types of alternation-bounded general 2Afas, we shall omit the
characterizations ‘‘strongly’’ and ‘‘weakly’’ from now on.
3. Witness languages and their automata
Here we introduce witness languages Ak,n and Ek,n, together with upper bounds on their state complexity, by providing
alternating one-way automata accepting these languages.
For each two fixed integers k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, let us first define the input alphabet:
Sk,n = {ck, . . . , c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}.
Wedo not provide any explicit formulas defining our languages, since they are quite complex. Instead, for each language,
we give a method for deciding whether the given inputw should be accepted. Let us begin with the ‘‘ground’’ level, k = 2:
E2,n: The given inputw ∈ {c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}∗ is in E2,n, if
• w decomposes into w = αβ , such that α is the longest prefix of w satisfying α ∈ {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗ (note that such
decomposition is unique for eachw),
• α decomposes into α = α0 c2 α1 c2 α2 c2 . . . c2 αh, for some h ≥ 0 and some substrings α0, α1, . . . , αh ∈
{a1, . . . , an}∗ (also this decomposition is unique), and
• ∃αg ∈ {α1, . . . , αh}: ∀af ∈ {a1, . . . , an}: (af ∈ αg)⇒ (bf ∈ β).
2 A single-level path is more restrictive than an alternation-free path, along which it is possible, e.g., to decrease the alternating level by switching from
q ∈ Σj to q′ ∈ Σi , with j > i.
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(Here ‘‘s ∈ u’’, where s is a symbol and u is a string, denotes the fact that s is contained in u, that is, u = u1su2 for some
strings u1, u2.)
In other words, α must contain a substring αg ∈ {a1, . . . , an}∗, enclosed in between two symbols c2, such that each
symbol af included somewhere in αg must have the corresponding symbol bf included somewhere in β . It does not matter
if two or more occurrences of af in αg share the same occurrence of bf in β . However, it does matter if some af contained
in αg does not find the corresponding bf in β . As a special case, this definition implies that w ∈ E2,n, if αg = ε for some
g ≥ 1, since af /∈ ε for any af . (This enables also the sub-case with β = ε.) On the other hand, w /∈ E2,n for h = 0, since
α0 does not count as a valid αg . Note also that, besides the symbols b1, . . . , bn, the string β can contain some symbols from
among c2, a1, . . . , an.
The complementary language is defined as follows:
A2,n: The given inputw ∈ {c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}∗ is in A2,n, if
• w decomposes intow = αβ , such that α is the longest prefix ofw satisfying α ∈ {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗,
• α decomposes into α = α0 c2 α1 c2 α2 c2 . . . c2 αh, for some h ≥ 0 and some substrings α0, α1, . . . , αh ∈
{a1, . . . , an}∗ (both decompositions are unique), and
• ∀αg ∈ {α1, . . . , αh}: ∃af ∈ {a1, . . . , an}: (af ∈ αg)& (bf /∈ β).
As special cases, we get thatw /∈ A2,n, if αg = ε with g ≥ 1, butw ∈ A2,n for h = 0.
Now we can proceed to higher levels, with k > 2:
Ek,n: The given inputw ∈ {ck, . . . , c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}∗ is in Ek,n, if
• w decomposes into w = w0 ckw1 ckw2 ck . . . ckwh, for some h ≥ 0 and some substrings w0, w1, . . . , wh ∈
{ck−1, . . . , c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}∗ (this decomposition is unique), and
• ∃wg ∈ {w1, . . . , wh}:wg ∈ Ak−1,n.
That is, for some g ≥ 1, the substring wg , enclosed in between two symbols ck, must belong to Ak−1,n. As a special case,
w /∈ Ek,n for h = 0, sincew0 does not count as a validwg .
Ak,n: The given inputw ∈ {ck, . . . , c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}∗ is in Ak,n, if
• w decomposes into w = w0 ckw1 ckw2 ck . . . ckwh, for some h ≥ 0 and some substrings w0, w1, . . . , wh ∈
{ck−1, . . . , c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}∗, and
• ∀wg ∈ {w1, . . . , wh}:wg ∈ Ek−1,n.
This time we require all substringswg with g ≥ 1 to be in Ek−1,n. If h = 0,w ∈ Ak,n, sincew0 will do no harm.
Theorem 3.1. For each k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, the language Ek,n can be accepted by a 1Σkfa with at most n+ k+ 1 states. The same
number of states is sufficient for Ak,n accepted by a 1Πkfa.
Proof. (a) The presentation becomes conceptually simpler, if we first use one state more than claimed, i.e., 2 + k + n. We
first present a one-wayΣk-alternating automatonM for Ek,n, for k even.M will use the following states:
π∗1−, π∗1+,
σk−, π(k−1)+, σ(k−2)−, π(k−3)+, . . . , σ4−, π3+, σ2−, π1+,
π
a1
1−, π
a2
1−, . . . , π
an
1−.
Themachine starts in the state qI = σk−. For clarity,we use the following notation here: (i) the existential/universal states are
denoted by σ ’s/π ’s, respectively, (ii) the subscript index indicates the alternating level of the given state, (iii) the subsequent
positive/negative sign in the subscript indicates whether the given state is accepting/rejecting, respectively. Now we are
ready to explain the roles of these states:
π∗1−, π∗1+: These two auxiliary states serve as rejecting/accepting loops, respectively, so that all computation paths will read
the input string until the very end, by the use of transitions π∗1− s−−→π∗1− and π∗1+ s−−→π∗1+, for each s ∈ Sk,n.
σi−: In this state, M decomposes the current segment of level Σi into subsegments w0 ciw1 ci . . . ciwh, of level Πi−1,
separated by the symbols ci. The machine existentially chooses some subsegmentwg (excludingw0) and verifies
if it belongs to Ai−1,n. All symbols describing the structure at lower levels are ignored. Conversely, the symbols
related to higher levels than Σi terminate the machine’s search for subsegments. Thus, for each even i > 2, we
use the following transitions:
σi−
ci−−→ σi−, π(i−1)+,
σi− s−−→ σi−, for s ∈ {ci−1, . . . , c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn},
σi− s−−→π∗1−, for s ∈ {ck, . . . , ci+1}.
πi+: This state is similar to σi−, but now we analyze segments at the level Πi. Also here the segment is decomposed
into subsegmentsw0 ciw1 ci . . . ciwh, this time of levelΣi−1. Branching universally,M chooses all subsegmentswg
(excludingw0) and verifies if they all belong to Ei−1,n. Thus, for each odd i > 2, we have:
πi+
ci−−→πi+, σ(i−1)−,
πi+ s−−→πi+, for s ∈ {ci−1, . . . , c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn},
πi+ s−−→π∗1+, for s ∈ {ck, . . . , ci+1}.
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σ2−: At levelΣ2, M decomposes the current segment into an α-part α0 c2 α1 c2 . . . c2 αh, belonging to {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗,
and a β-part, either empty or beginning with a symbol taken from among b1, . . . , bn. The machine existentially
chooses a subsegment αg in the α-part (excluding α0) and verifies if αg satisfies the conditions given by the
definition of E2,n. At the end of the α-part, the machine stops searching for subsegments and ignores the rest
of the input. This is done as follows:
σ2−
c2−−→ σ2−, π1+,
σ2− s−−→ σ2−, for s ∈ {a1, . . . , an},
σ2− s−−→π∗1−, for s ∈ {ck, . . . , c3, b1, . . . , bn}.
π1+: This state is responsible for verifying whether each symbol af , included in the current subsegment αg , has the
corresponding symbol bf in the β-part. Thus, M universally chooses all included symbols af . At the end of the
current subsegment αg , the machine stops selecting symbols and ignores the rest of the input:
π1+
af−−→π1+, π af1−, for af ∈ {a1, . . . , an},
π1+ s−−→π∗1+, for s ∈ {ck, . . . , c2, b1, . . . , bn}.
π
af
1−, for each af ∈ {a1, . . . , an}: In the state π af1−, we deterministically verify whether the given symbol af has the
corresponding symbol bf in the β-part. All irrelevant symbols are ignored. Depending on whether the symbol bf
has been found in the current segment of levelΣ2, we switch to the accepting or to the rejecting loop:
π
af
1−
s−−→π af1−, for s ∈ {c2, a1, . . . , an} ∪ {b1, . . . , bn} \ {bf },
π
af
1−
bf−−→π∗1+,
π
af
1−
s−−→π∗1−, for s ∈ {ck, . . . , c3}.
It should be clear that such machine accepts Ek,n.
(b) If k is odd, we swap the roles of even and odd levels. Among others, this leads to the ground levelΠ2 instead of Σ2,
and hence the states σ2−, π1+ and π
a1
1−, . . . , π
an
1− are replaced, respectively, by π2+, σ1− and σ
a1
1+, . . . , σ
an
1+ . Similarly, the loops
reading the rest of the input are formally executed inΣ1-alternating σ ∗1+, σ ∗1− instead of π∗1−, π∗1+.
(c) The machine for Ak,n is also very similar, starting in a universal state qI = πk+ instead of the existential state σk−.
(d) Finally, we can save one state in each of the machines above, by removing the rejecting loop, executed either in π∗1−
or in σ ∗1−. 
4. Alternating resistance
Herewe introduce the notions ofΣk/Πk-resistantwords and languages, utilized to obtain lower bounds forΣk/Πk-alter-
nating two-way automata accepting languages Ek,n and Ak,n. Analogous tools (with many low-level technical differences)
were used to prove lower bounds for sublogarithmic space [17].
Definition 4.1 (Entries and Exits). For a 2AfaM , let p be a configuration with the input head positioned inside a substringw
on an input αwβ . A configuration t that is reachable from p by a computation path executed inside w, except for the last
step, in which the path leavesw by crossing its left/right margin, is called an exit fromw for p.
The above configuration p is an entry tow, if its input head is positioned on the leftmost/rightmost symbol ofw.
Note that the entry p is positioned insidew, while all its exits t are outside.We say that two stringsw+, w− are equivalent
for a 2∆∗faM , ifM cannot distinguish αw+β from αw−β along any single computation path, for no α, β . Formally:
Definition 4.2 (Equivalent Strings). Two strings w+, w− ∈ S∗ are equivalent for a 2∆∗fa M using S as its input alphabet, if
the following holds.
(i) The machine M can get from p, an entry configuration to w+, to some t , an exit configuration from w+, by a
computation path executed insidew+ (except for the last step, crossing the left/right margin ofw+), if and only
ifM can get from p to t at the corresponding margins ofw− by a path executed insidew−.
(ii) Moreover, for each existential entry configuration p, there exists an accepting single-level path executed
inside w+, starting in p and halting in an accepting state, if and only if there exists an accepting single-level
path insidew−, starting in p and halting in an accepting (but not necessarily the same) state.
(iii) Similarly, for each universal entry configuration p, p has a rejecting single-level path executed inside w+ (no
matter whether halting in a rejecting state or executing an infinite cycle) if and only if p has a rejecting single-
level path executed insidew−.
(Here we assume that the stringsw+, w− are parts of some longer inputs αw+β and αw−β , for some α, β , so all input head
positions are given with respect to α and β .)
The equivalence defined above is quite restricted: M may still accept αw+β but reject αw−β , by a ‘‘cooperation’’ of
several computation paths, which can use different existential/universal branching inside w+, w−. In order to investigate
the machine’s behavior inside w+, w− and outside w+, w− separately, we need a more powerful notion, a Σk-resistant
or Πk-resistant pair of strings ⟨w+, w−⟩, introduced by Definition 4.3 below. Since this definition is quite complicated, it
deserves an informal explanation:
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Consider an arbitrary configuration p, an entry point to the substrings w+, w− on the inputs αw+β, αw−β , with the
alternating level bounded byΣk (or, respectively, byΠk) such that, starting from this configuration, the givenmachine does
distinguish αw+β from αw−β under the standard definition, despite the fact that w+, w− are equivalent. (All input head
positions are given here with respect to α and β .) That is, the computation subtree rooted in p on the input αw+β results
in acceptance, but the subtree rooted in p on αw−β results in rejection. In Definition 4.3, this is formally expressed by the
assumptions (io)–(iiio).
For this case, we claim that there must exist two computation paths, the first one starting in p on the input αw+β and
leavingw+ in a configuration t , the second one starting in p on the input αw−β and leavingw− in the same configuration t ,
such that, starting from the configuration t , the given machine must again be able to distinguish αw+β from αw−β . That is,
the computation subtree rooted in t on the input αw+β results again in acceptance, but the subtree rooted in t on αw−β
again in rejection. In Definition 4.3, this is expressed3 by the conditions (i)–(iii).
In other words, on both inputs, at least one branch in the subtree rooted in p must delay its distinguishing decision
after the moment when it leaves the respective substringw+, w−. That is, even though the machine was able to solve ‘‘the
problem’’, it will have to face the same ‘‘problem’’ in the future again, along at least one path in the computation tree.
The remaining conditions (iv) and (v) state, roughly speaking, that if the machine tries to be ‘‘too smart’’, having, for p
above, some witness computation paths to acceptance/rejection that decrease the alternating level already in the inside of
the respective substring w+, w−, there will be a ‘‘punishment’’— the delayed distinguishing computations, starting in the
above exit configuration t , will be forced to work with a reduced number of alternations.
Definition 4.3 (Σk- andΠk-resistant Pairs). An ordered pair of strings ⟨w+, w−⟩ is Σk-resistant (Πk-resistant) for a
2∆∗fa M , if w+, w− are equivalent for M and, for arbitrary two strings α, β , the following holds. For each configuration p
ofM , such that
(io) p is an entry tow+, w− on the inputs αw+β, αw−β ,
(iio) the alternating level of p is at mostΣk (or, respectively,Πk),
(iiio) p isΣj/Πj-accepting on αw+β butΣj/Πj-rejecting on αw−β , for some j ≤ k,
there must exist a configuration t , such that
(i) t is an exit fromw+, w− for p on the inputs αw+β, αw−β ,
(ii) the alternating level of t does not exceed the level of p,
(iii) t isΣh/Πh-accepting on αw+β butΣh/Πh-rejecting on αw−β , for some h ≤ j.
(iv) Moreover, if p above is existential, and its Σj-acceptance on αw+β is witnessed by a path decreasing the alternating
level to some i < jbefore leavingw+, the alternating level of t above is strictly smaller than that of p, satisfying h ≤ i < j.
(v) Similarly, if p is universal, and itsΠj-rejection on αw−β is witnessed by a path decreasing the alternating level to some
i < j before leavingw−, the alternating level of t is strictly smaller than that of p, satisfying h ≤ i < j.
(All input head positions are given here with respect to α and β .)
The next definition characterizes languages capable of resisting, under the previous definition, any 2Σℓ/ΠℓfaM withm
states, even if the number of alternations inM is bounded by a constant ℓ ≥ k. However, we are going to resist only ‘‘some
parts of M ’’, namely, all configurations p the alternating level of which is bounded by Σk (or, respectively, by Πk). Such
configuration pmay be viewed as an ‘‘entry point’’ to a procedure solving some partial ‘‘problem’’ forM , as the computation
demands.
Definition 4.4 (Σk,m- andΠk,m-resistant Languages). A language L ⊆ S∗ is Σk,m-resistant (Πk,m-resistant) if, for each
2∆∗faM with at mostm states and using some S ′ ⊇ S as its input alphabet, there existw+, w− ∈ S∗ such thatw+ ∈ L,w/∈L,
and ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΣk-resistant pair forM (Πk-resistant pair, respectively).
We begin our reasoning about alternating resistance with some elementary properties of equivalent strings.
Lemma 4.5. Let αw+β and αw−β be some inputs for a 2∆∗faM, such thatw+, w− are equivalent for M. Then
(i) the machineM can get from a configuration p positioned outsidew+ on the input αw+β to a configuration t positioned
again outsidew+ if and only if M can get from p to t at the corresponding positions outsidew− on the input αw−β .
(ii) Moreover, if p above is an existential configuration, there exists an accepting single-level path executed inside αw+β ,
starting in p and halting in an accepting state, if and only if there exists an accepting single-level path inside αw−β ,
starting in p and halting in an accepting (but not necessarily the same) state.
(iii) Similarly, if p above is a universal configuration, p has a rejecting single-level path executed inside αw+β (no matter
whether halting in a rejecting state or executing an infinite cycle) if and only if p has a rejecting single-level path executed
inside αw−β .
3 Actually, the condition (ii) is an easy consequence of (i). Nevertheless, it is not omitted, since (i)–(iii), the conditions for the exit configuration t , form
natural respective counterparts for (io)–(iiio), the assumptions for the entry configuration p.
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p′ p′
Fig. 1. Rejecting loop (partially) outsidew− .
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p,Πj-rej
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p
rejecting
stop
(or cycle)
cycle
(or rejecting stop)
❄
✲
✻
Fig. 2. Rejecting insidew− .
As a special case, for p and t being entry/exit configurations to/from αw+β and αw−β , we get that αw+β, αw−β are again
equivalent for M. Thus, two strings that differ only in equivalent substrings must be equivalent.
(All input head positions are given here with respect to α and β .)
Proof. Using Definition 4.2(i), the argument for (i) is a straightforward induction on the number of times the input head
crosses the margins of w+ and w− on inputs αw+β and αw−β . Paths from p to t may differ inside w+, w−, but they are
equal outsidew+, w−.
Let us present the argument for (iii) next. There are the following cases to consider.
First, suppose that there exists a rejecting single-level path starting in a universal configuration p on the input αw−β ,
executing an infinite cycle, and that at least a part of this cycle lies outsidew−. (See Fig. 1.)
Thus, we can find a configuration p′ positioned outside w− such that p′ is reachable from p on αw−β , with p′ reachable
from p′ on αw−β . Using the fact that w+, w− are equivalent for M , and the item (i) of [this lemma], we thus get that p′ is
also reachable from p on the input αw+β and that p′ is reachable from p′ on αw+β . This gives a cycle (hence, a single-level
rejecting path) starting in the universal configuration p on the input αw+β .
Second, suppose that there exists a single-level path starting in the universal configuration p on αw−β , this time halting
in a rejecting configuration p′ positioned outsidew−. By the same reasoning as in the first case,we get that p′ is also reachable
from p on the input αw+β , and hence there exists a single-level rejecting path from p on the input αw+β .
Finally, suppose that the single-level path, starting in p on αw−β , either executes an infinite cycle, but the entire cycle is
executed withinw−, or it halts in a rejecting configuration, but positioned insidew−. (See Fig. 2.)
Let p′ be the last entry tow− along this path. That is, the configuration p′ is reachedby a step crossing the border ofw− and,
from this moment on, the remaining part of the computation path does not leave w−. Thus, p′ is a universal configuration,
an entry tow−, with a rejecting single-level path executed insidew−. Butw+, w− are equivalent forM and hence, by (iii) in
Definition 4.2, this is possible if and only if p′ has also a rejecting single-level path starting from the corresponding margin
of w+ and executed inside w+. Moreover, p′ is reachable from p on the input αw+β and hence also in this case we have a
single-level rejecting path from p on the input αw+β .
Summing up, if a universal configuration p has a rejecting single-level path executed inside αw−β , then p has also a
rejecting single-level path executed insideαw+β . Due to symmetry, the converse implicationholds aswell,which completes
the argument for (iii).
The reasoning for (ii) is very similar to that for (iii), with no need to consider infinite cycles, just single-level paths starting
in an existential configuration p and halting in accepting states. 
Thus, among others, the strings that differ only in equivalent substringsmust be equivalent. The corresponding properties
for resistant pairs are presented in the next theorem. Basically, the theorem extends the validity of the conditions specified
in Definition 4.6, from the configurations p at entry positions for the two stringsw+, w−, to all configurations p positioned
outside w+, w− on strings αw+β, αw−β , which in turn are substrings of some longer inputs. Note also that now we talk
about exits from αw+β, αw−β , instead of exits fromw+, w−.
Theorem 4.6. Let α′ αw+β β ′ and α′ αw−β β ′ be some inputs for a 2∆∗fa M, such that ⟨w+, w−⟩ is a Σk-resistant pair (Πk-
resistant pair) for M. Then, for each configuration p of M, such that
(io) p is positioned outsidew+, w− on the strings αw+β, αw−β ,
(iio) the alternating level of p is at mostΣk (or, respectively,Πk),
(iiio) p isΣj/Πj-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′ butΣj/Πj-rejecting on α′ αw−β β ′, for some j ≤ k,
there must exist a configuration t, such that
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Fig. 3. Leaving αw−β without decreasing the alternating level.
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✲ ✲
✛ ✛
Fig. 4. Decreasing the alternating level outsidew− .
(i) t is an exit from αw+β, αw−β for p on the inputs α′ αw+β β ′ and α′ αw−β β ′,
(ii) the alternating level of t does not exceed the level of p,
(iii) t isΣh/Πh-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′ butΣh/Πh-rejecting on α′ αw−β β ′, for some h ≤ j.
(iv) Moreover, if p above is existential, and its Σj-acceptance on α′ αw+β β ′ is witnessed by a path decreasing the alternating
level to some i < j before leaving αw+β , the alternating level of t above is strictly smaller than that of p, satisfying h ≤ i < j.
(v) Similarly, if p is universal, and itsΠj-rejection on α′ αw−β β ′ is witnessed by a path decreasing the alternating level to some
i < j before leaving αw−β , the alternating level of t is strictly smaller than that of p, satisfying h ≤ i < j.
As a special case, for p being an arbitrary entry configuration to αw+β and αw−β , we get that ⟨αw+β, αw−β⟩ is again a Σk-
resistant pair (Πk-resistant pair, respectively) for M. Thus, two strings that differ only in substrings forming a Σk/Πk-resistant
pair must form aΣk/Πk-resistant pair.
(All input head positions are given here with respect to α′α and ββ ′.)
Proof. Let p be a configuration satisfying the assumptions (io)–(iiio) of the theorem, among others, of alternating levelΣj/Πj,
not above Σk (or, respectively, not above Πk). Inductively, we assume also that the statement of the theorem holds for
configurationswith smaller alternating levels, below j. (The argument proceeds by induction beginningwithΣ1,Π2,Σ3, . . .
or withΠ1,Σ2,Π3, . . . and ending byΣk or byΠk, depending on whether we consider aΣk- orΠk-resistant pair ⟨w+, w−⟩
and on whether k is odd or even. We postpone the induction base, and concentrate first on the induction step.)
(I) Assume first that p is universal, i.e., p isΠj-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′ butΠj-rejecting on α′ αw−β β ′, for some j ≤ k.
But then its Πj-rejection on α′ αw−β β ′ must be witnessed by some computation path. This gives the following cases to
consider.
(a) Before decreasing the alternating level, the witness path leaves αw−β by crossing the left/right margin and enters a
configuration t that isΠj-rejecting. (See Fig. 3.)
By definition, Σk/Πk-resistant strings are also equivalent, and hence, by (i) in Lemma 4.5, the sets of configurations
reachable from p outside w+, w− on the strings αw+β and αw−β must coincide. The same holds for exits from αw+β
and αw−β . Thus, t is also reachable from p at the corresponding margin of αw+β . Since p is Πj-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′,
all single-level paths starting in p must be successful there. Therefore, t is Πj-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′. This gives the
configuration t satisfying (i)–(iii) in the statement of the theorem.
(b1) The witness path from theΠj-rejecting configuration p enters aΣi/Πi-rejecting configuration p′, with i < j, before
leaving αw−β . Assume first that p′ is positioned outsidew−. (See Fig. 4.)
But then p′ is also reachable from theΠj-accepting configuration p on αw+β . Since all single-level paths starting in p on
α′ αw+β β ′ must be successful, p′ isΣi/Πi-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′. Recall that p′ isΣi/Πi-rejecting on α′ αw−β β ′. Now,
by the induction hypothesis, for p′ of the alternating level i < j, theremust exist a configuration t satisfying (i)–(iii). Namely,
t is an exit from αw+β, αw−β for p′ on the inputs α′ αw+β β ′ and α′ αw−β β ′. Clearly, t is reachable from p′ and hence
its alternating level does not exceed the level of p′. Moreover, t isΣh/Πh-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′ butΣh/Πh-rejecting on
α′ αw−β β ′, for some h ≤ i. Since i < j, this gives, for p, the configuration t satisfying (i)–(iii) and (v) in the statement of the
theorem.
(b2) Assume now that the witness path, starting from the Πj-rejecting configuration p on α′ αw−β β ′, enters a Σi/Πi-
rejecting configuration p′, with i < j, positioned insidew−. (See Fig. 5.)
Let r be the last entry to w− along the path from p to p′. That is, the configuration r is reached by a step crossing the
border of w− and, from this moment on, the path leading to p′ does not leave w−. Clearly, r isΠj-rejecting on α′ αw−β β ′.
On the other hand, r is also reachable from the Πj-accepting configuration p on α′ αw+β β ′. Since all single-level paths
starting in p on α′ αw+β β ′ must be successful, r isΠj-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′. Moreover, r is an entry to w+, w− and its
alternating level does not exceed the level of p, which is at mostΣk (or, respectively,Πk). In addition, there exists, insidew−
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Fig. 5. Decreasing the alternating level insidew− .
and starting in r , a single-level path from which the machine enters a Σi/Πi-rejecting configuration with i < j. Summing
up, r satisfies the assumptions of Definition 4.3 (using α′α and ββ ′ instead of α and β), including the one specified in the
item (v). This allows us to utilize the fact that ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΣk-resistant pair (Πk-resistant pair, respectively).
Therefore, there must exist a configuration p′′ satisfying (i)–(iii) and (v) in Definition 4.3. That is, p′′ isΣh/Πh-accepting
on αw+β butΣh/Πh-rejecting on αw−β , for some alternating level h ≤ i < j. Moreover, p′′ is an exit fromw+ andw− for r .
Thus, p′′ is a configuration reachable from p and positioned outsidew+, w− on αw+β, αw−β . From this point forward, the
reasoning for p′′ proceeds in the same way as was used for p′ in Case (b1). That is, using the induction hypothesis, we get a
configuration t reachable from p′′ and satisfying (i)–(iii) and (v) in the statement of the theorem, with an alternating level
g ≤ h ≤ i < j.
(c) The last possibility is a witness path starting from theΠj-rejecting configuration p on α′ αw−β β ′ that neither leaves
αw−β nor does it decrease the alternating level. That is, it halts in a rejecting state or executes an infinite cycle,withinαw−β .
However, Case (c) cannot happen or else, by (iii) in Lemma 4.5, there would exist a rejecting single-level path starting from p
and executed inside αw+β . But this contradicts the assumption that p isΠj-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′.
(II) Assume now that p is existential, i.e., p isΣj-accepting on α′ αw+β β ′ butΣj-rejecting on α′ αw−β β ′, for some j ≤ k.
The argument for existential configurations is very similar: this time we analyze the possible cases for an accepting witness
path starting in p on the input α′ αw+β β ′, using the fact that p is Σj-rejecting on α′ αw−β β ′, and hence no single-level
paths starting in p can be successful there. This gives a configuration t satisfying (i)–(iii) in the statement of the theorem
and, if the accepting path from the Σj-accepting configuration p decreases its alternating level before leaving αw+β , also
the item (iv).
(III) To complete the proof, we should show that the induction hypothesis holds for the alternating level j = 1. However,
such argument is just a simplified version of j > 1: Case (c) cannot happen because of contradiction, Cases (b2) and (b1) are
eliminated because the alternating level cannot be decreased any more. This leaves us with Case (a) only, using the same
reasoning as for j > 1. Note that the argument for Case (a) did not require the induction hypothesis. 
The following technical lemma will be required in the proof of Theorem 4.8.
Lemma 4.7. Let M be a 2Afa with at most m states, let ℓ ≥ 2m2, and let wℓ be an input string, with w ≠ ε. Then M can get
from p, an entry configuration towℓ, to some t, an exit configuration fromwℓ, by a computation path executed insidewℓ (except
for the last step, crossing the left/right margin of wℓ), if and only if M can get from p to t at the corresponding margins of wℓ+ℓ!,
again by a path executed insidewℓ+ℓ!.
For a detailed proof, the reader is referred to Theorems 1 and 2 in [22]. (See also [17,23].) The only difference in the argument
is that here we do not consider all input tape positions on unary inputs, but rather positions at block boundaries, set off by
replicated copies ofw, on the periodic inputswℓ andwℓ+ℓ!. The fact thatM is not a nondeterministic Turingmachine using at
mostm internal configurations (memory states) but a two-way alternating finite automaton with at mostm states does not
play an important role.We can safely ignore the difference between existential and universal branching, sincewe investigate
reachability among configurations but do not care for acceptance or rejection. (Hence, the lemma applies to 2Nfas in the same
way.) We only point out that the original proof in [22] required ℓ ≥ m6, which was later improved to ℓ ≥ 2m2 in [23].
The next theorem says that, on a periodic string we, two configurations using the same finite control state, but having
their input head positions exactly ℓ! w-blocks away and sufficiently far from either margin, must have an equal acceptance
status.
Theorem 4.8. Let M be a 2∆∗fa with at most m states, let j ≥ 1, ℓ ≥ 2m2, and let αweβ be an input, such that w ≠ ε and
e ≥ (2j+ 1) · (ℓ+ ℓ!). Then, for each finite control state q, the configuration p1 = ⟨q, h⟩ isΣj/Πj-accepting on αweβ if and only
if p2 = ⟨q, h+ ℓ! · |w|⟩ isΣj/Πj-accepting on this input. This holds for each h satisfying
|α| + j · (ℓ+ ℓ!) · |w| ≤ h ≤ h+ ℓ! · |w| ≤ |αwe| + 1− j · (ℓ+ ℓ!) · |w|.
(That is, p1 and p2 share the same finite control state q, of alternating level Σj/Πj, but they are positioned exactly ℓ! w-blocks
away from each other and at least j · (ℓ+ ℓ!) w-blocks away from either margin ofwe.)
Proof. (I) The argument uses induction on the alternating level j. First, we shall show that if p1 = ⟨q, h⟩ isΠj-rejecting, then
so is p2 = ⟨q, h+ ℓ! · |w|⟩. Recall that if p1 isΠj-rejecting, then at least one witness computation path beginning in p1 must
be the cause of the rejection, which gives the following cases.
(a) The witness path enters a Σi/Πi-rejecting configuration p′1 = ⟨q′, h′⟩, for some i < j. Assume first that the path
connecting p1 with p′1 never moves the input head farther than ℓ w-blocks to the left from the position h, nor farther than
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ℓ+ ℓ! w-blocks to the right from h. Hence, |h′ − h| ≤ (ℓ+ ℓ!) · |w|. Since both p1 = ⟨q, h⟩ and p2 = ⟨q, h+ ℓ! · |w|⟩ are at
least j · (ℓ+ ℓ!) w-blocks away from either margin ofwe, the configurations p′1 = ⟨q′, h′⟩ and p′2 = ⟨q′, h′ + ℓ! · |w|⟩ are at
least (j− 1) · (ℓ+ ℓ!) ≥ i · (ℓ+ ℓ!) w-blocks away from these margins. (See Fig. 6.)
But then, on the periodic stringwe, the path connecting p1 with p′1 must have a corresponding path connecting p2 with p
′
2,
running in parallel, but placed ℓ! w-blocks to the right. Now, using the induction hypothesis for i < j, we have that if p′1 is
Σi/Πi-rejecting, then p′2 is also Σi/Πi-rejecting. But then p2 must be Πj-rejecting, because it has a single-level path that
enters aΣi/Πi-rejecting configuration.
(b1) Thewitness path connecting p1 with p′1 moves the input head farther than ℓ w-blocks to the left from the position h.
(This happens sooner than the path tries, if ever, to move the head farther than ℓ + ℓ! w-blocks to the right.) Along this
path, let r ′1 = ⟨s′, h− ℓ · |w|⟩ be the first configuration with the head position equal to h − ℓ · |w|, and let r1 = ⟨s, h⟩ be
the last configuration along the path from p1 to r ′1 with the head position equal to h. (See Fig. 7.) Clearly, both r1 and r
′
1 are
Πj-rejecting.
Since the path from p1 to r1 does not move the head farther than ℓ+ ℓ! w-blocks to the right from h, there must exist a
parallel path placed ℓ! w-blocks to the right, connecting p2 with r2 = ⟨s, h+ ℓ! · |w|⟩. (Using also the fact that p2 is at least
j · (ℓ+ ℓ!) ≥ ℓ+ ℓ! w-blocks away from the right margin ofwe.) Moreover, from r2, we can reach r ′1 because, by Lemma 4.7,
the machine can get from r1 to r ′1 by traversing ℓ w-blocks to the left if and only if it can get from r2 to r
′
1 by traversing
ℓ+ ℓ! w-blocks, for each ℓ ≥ 2m2. But then p2 isΠj-rejecting, since some single-level paths from p1 and p2 enter the same
Σi/Πi-rejecting configuration p′1.
(b2) The same holds if the witness path connecting p1 with p′1 gets farther than ℓ+ ℓ! w-blocks to the right of h, prior to
moving the head too far to the left. By applying Lemma 4.7 again, some single-level paths from p1 and p2 share a common
configuration r ′1 with the input head position equal to h+(ℓ+ℓ!)·|w|, and hence these paths enter the sameΣi/Πi-rejecting
configuration p′1. (See Fig. 8.)
(c) Consider now the remaining possibilities. Suppose that the witness path beginning in p1 enters an infinite cycle or
halts in a rejecting configuration. By a very similar reasoning as above, one can show that either such path does not move
the head ‘‘too far’’ away from h, and hence we have a parallel path beginning in p2 but placed ℓ! w-blocks to the right, or
else some paths from p1 and p2 share a common configuration r ′1, from which we get to the same infinite cycle or rejecting
halting configuration. In any case, p2 isΠj-rejecting.
Summing up, if p1 = ⟨q, h⟩ isΠj-rejecting onαweβ , then so is p2 = ⟨q, h+ ℓ! · |w|⟩. It is not too hard to see, by symmetry,
that the converse implication holds as well. Therefore, p1 isΠj-accepting if and only if p2 isΠj-accepting.
(II) By a very similar reasoning, p1 is Σj-accepting if and only if p2 is Σj-accepting. In the existential case, at least one
witness path beginning in p1 must be the cause of acceptance. Therefore, instead of rejecting paths, we analyze accepting
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paths beginning inΣj-accepting configurations. (The argument is not perfectly symmetrical, because no infinite cycles are
considered in Case (c).)
(III) To complete the proof, we should show that the induction hypothesis holds for j = 1, i.e., forΣ1/Π1-configurations.
However, the proof for j = 1 is exactly the same as for j > 1, with analysis restricted to Case (c), i.e., to paths entering
infinite cycles or halting configurations, not decreasing the alternating level any more. 
We are now ready to present tools that will be used later to build complex inputs capable of fooling any two-wayΣk- or
Πk-alternating finite automata, for an arbitrarily large k. We begin at the lowest level, showing that equivalent strings are
alreadyΣ1- andΠ1-resistant.
Lemma 4.9. Let M be a 2∆∗fa, and letw+, w− be two equivalent strings for M. Then ⟨w+, w−⟩ is both aΣ1- andΠ1-resistant
pair for M. The same holds for ⟨w−, w+⟩.
Proof. (I) Let us prove first that ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΠ1-resistant pair. By (i) in Definition 4.2, for any entry and exit configurations
p and t , the machineM can get from p to t on the inputw+ if and only ifM can get from p to t at the corresponding margins
ofw−.
It only remains to show that, for arbitrary two strings α, β and each configuration p satisfying the assumptions of
Definition 4.3, there must exist a configuration t satisfying (i)–(v) in this definition. (The argument uses head positions
given with respect to α and β .)
Namely, let p be an entry tow+, w− forM on the inputs αw+β, αw−β , of alternating levelΠ1, such that p isΠ1-accept-
ing on αw+β but Π1-rejecting on αw−β . Thus, there exists a rejecting witness path starting in p on the input αw−β . This
gives the following cases.
(a) The witness path leaves w−, in a configuration t . By the same reasoning as in Case (a) of Theorem 4.6, we get that
t satisfies (i)–(iii) in Definition 4.3. That is, t is an exit both from w+ and from w− for p, Π1-accepting on αw+β but Π1-
rejecting on αw−β .
(b) The witness path decreases the alternating level before leaving w−. However, a path starting in a Π1-alternating
configuration cannot decrease its level, and hence Case (b) cannot happen.
(c) Finally, the rejecting path, starting from p on αw−β , neither leaves w− nor does it decrease its alternating level, but
it halts in a rejecting state or executes an infinite cycle.
However, w+, w− are equivalent forM . Therefore, Case (c) cannot happen or else, by (iii) in Definition 4.2, there would
exist a rejecting path starting from p and executed inside w+, which contradicts the assumption that p is Π1-accepting
on αw+β .
Summing up, for each configuration p of alternating level Π1 satisfying the assumptions of Definition 4.3, there must
exist a configuration t satisfying (i)–(iii) in this definition. The items (iv) and (v) are satisfied automatically, since there are
no computations starting in p and decreasing the alternating level. This gives that ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΠ1-resistant pair forM .
(II) The argument showing that ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΣ1-resistant pair is very similar. This timewe consider a successful witness
path starting in theΣ1-accepting configuration p on the input αw+β , using the fact that no path starting in theΣ1-rejecting
configuration p can be successful on αw−β .
(III) The argument for ⟨w−, w+⟩ just swaps the roles ofw+ andw−. 
The next theorem upgrades resistant strings to higher alternating levels.
Theorem 4.10. Let M be a 2∆∗fa with at most m states, for some m ≥ 1, and using S as its input alphabet. Let ⟨w+, w−⟩ be a
Σk−1-resistant pair for M, for some k ≥ 2. Then ⟨w+∃, w−∃⟩ is aΠk-resistant pair for M, where
ℓ = 2m2, ⇓ ⇓
w−∃ = w−(cw−)k·(ℓ+ℓ!)cw−(cw−)ℓ!−1cw−(cw−)k·(ℓ+ℓ!),
w+∃ = w−(cw−)k·(ℓ+ℓ!)cw+(cw−)ℓ!−1cw−(cw−)k·(ℓ+ℓ!).
(1)
(Herew+, w− ∈ S∗ and c ∈ S. That is, c is not necessarily a ‘‘new’’ symbol, not contained inw+, w−.)
Similarly, if ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΠk−1-resistant pair for M, then ⟨w+∀, w−∀⟩ is aΣk-resistant pair for M, where
ℓ = 2m2, ⇓ ⇓
w+∀ = w+(cw+)k·(ℓ+ℓ!)cw+(cw+)ℓ!−1cw+(cw+)k·(ℓ+ℓ!),
w−∀ = w+(cw+)k·(ℓ+ℓ!)cw−(cw+)ℓ!−1cw+(cw+)k·(ℓ+ℓ!).
(2)
Proof. (I) Assume first that ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΣk−1-resistant pair forM . Note that the lengths ofw+∃, w−∃, defined by (1), depend
onm and k. The homogeneousw−∃ is composed of 2k ·(ℓ+ℓ!)+ℓ!+2 blocksw−, andw+∃ is obtained fromw−∃ by replacing
a single blockw− byw+, at the block position k · (ℓ+ ℓ!)+ 2. Both inw+∃ and inw−∃, the block at this position is called the
critical block, and the block placed exactly ℓ! block positions to the right of the critical block (in both cases, an ordinary copy
ofw−) is called its twin block. In (1), the positions of the critical block and its twin are indicated by arrows.
Throughout the proof, all input head positions will be given with respect to the segments preceding and following the
critical blocksw−, w+ on inputs αw−∃β, αw+∃β , for arbitrarily chosen, but fixed, α and β .
Nowwe are ready to show that ⟨w+∃, w−∃⟩ is aΠk-resistant pair forM . First, ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΣk−1-resistant pair and hence,
by Definition 4.3, w+, w− are equivalent forM . But then, by Lemma 4.5,
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• w+∃, w−∃ are also equivalent forM .
Moreover, by the item (i) in this lemma, for any two configurations p, t positioned outside the critical block on the inputs
αw+∃β and αw−∃β , the machine M can get from p to t on the input αw+∃β if and only if M can get from p to t at the
corresponding positions on the input αw−∃β .
Now, by Definition 4.3, it only remains to show that, for each configuration p satisfying (io)–(iiio) in this definition, an
entry to w+∃, w−∃ for M on the inputs αw+∃β, αw−∃β , of alternating level at most Πk, such that p is Σj/Πj-accepting on
αw+∃β but Σj/Πj-rejecting on αw−∃β , for some j ≤ k, there must exist a configuration t , an exit from w+∃ and from w−∃
for p, satisfying (i)–(v).
Suppose first that p is of alternating levelΠk, that is, p isΠk-accepting on αw+∃β butΠk-rejecting on αw−∃β . Thus, there
exists a rejecting witness path starting in p on the input αw−∃β . This gives the following cases to consider.
(a) The witness path leavesw−∃ before it decreases the alternating level, halts, or loops, in a configuration t . By the same
reasoning as in Case (a) of Theorem 4.6, we get that t satisfies (i)–(iii) in Definition 4.3. More precisely, t is an exit both
fromw+∃ and fromw−∃ for p,Πk-accepting on αw+∃β butΠk-rejecting on αw−∃β .
(b1) The witness path from theΠk-rejecting configuration p decreases the alternating level before leavingw−∃. Suppose
first that this happens inside the critical block, where the path enters aΣj/Πj-rejecting configuration p′′ = ⟨q, e⟩, for some
j < k. (See Fig. 9.)
Recall that both the critical block and its twin are at least k · (ℓ+ ℓ!) blocks away from either margin ofw−∃, and exactly
ℓ! blocks away from each other. Thus, the path connecting pwith p′′ had to traverse at least ℓ+ ℓ! blocks, if pwas placed at
the right margin, or at least ℓ blocks, for p at the left margin.
Now, let p′ = ⟨q, e+ ℓ! · |cw−|⟩ be the configuration using the same finite control state as p′′, but shifted exactly ℓ! blocks
to the right, in the corresponding relative position inside the twin block. Recall that, by Lemma 4.7, themachine can traverse
a periodic stringwℓ if and only if it can traversewℓ+ℓ!, beginning and ending in the same states. Thus, we get that p′ is also
reachable from p. Moreover, by Theorem 4.8, p′′ is Σj/Πj-rejecting if and only if p′ is Σj/Πj-rejecting, because j < k and
hence they are both sufficiently far from either margin. Thus, p′ isΣj/Πj-rejecting.
Therefore, if there exists a witness path from theΠk-rejecting configuration p that decreases the alternating level inside
the critical block, there must exist another witness path that decreases the level outside the critical block. This reduces
Case (b1) to Case (b2).
(b2) The witness path from theΠk-rejecting configuration p decreases the alternating level before leaving w−∃, outside
the critical block, when it enters aΣj/Πj-rejecting configuration p′, with j < k. (See Fig. 10.)
But the critical blocksw+, w− are equivalent forM , and hence p′ is also reachable from theΠk-accepting configuration p
onw+∃. Since all single-level paths starting in p onw+∃ must be successful, p′ isΣj/Πj-accepting on αw+∃β . Thus, we have
a configuration p′ positioned outside the critical blocks, of alternating level at mostΣk−1, such that p′ isΣj/Πj-accepting on
αw+∃β butΣj/Πj-rejecting on αw−∃β , for some j < k.
Recall that ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΣk−1-resistant pair forM . Therefore, by Theorem4.6, theremust exist a configuration t satisfying
the following conditions: (i) t is an exit from w+∃, w−∃ for p′ on the inputs αw+∃β and αw−∃β , (ii) the alternating level of t
does not exceed the level of p′, (iii) t isΣi/Πi-accepting on αw+∃β butΣi/Πi-rejecting on αw−∃β , for some i ≤ j < k. Thus,
for the configuration p, we found some t satisfying (i)–(iii) and (v) in Definition 4.3.
(c) The last possibility is a witness path starting from theΠk-rejecting configuration p on αw−∃β that neither leavesw−∃
nor does it decrease its alternating level. That is, it halts in a rejecting state or executes an infinite cycle, withinw−∃.
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However, we have already shown that w+∃, w−∃ are equivalent forM . Therefore, Case (c) cannot happen or else, by (iii)
in Definition 4.2, there would exist a rejecting single-level path starting from p and executed insidew+∃, which contradicts
the assumption that p isΠk-accepting on αw+∃β .
Summing up, using as inputs αw+∃β, αw−∃β with arbitrary α and β , for each configuration p of alternating level Πk
satisfying the assumptions (io)–(iiio) of Definition 4.3, there must exist a configuration t satisfying (i)–(v) in this definition.
The same argument can be used for configurations p of alternating levelΠk−1. If the alternating level of p is atmostΣk−1, the
existence of t follows directly from Theorem 4.6, since ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΣk−1-resistant pair forM . This shows that ⟨w+∃, w−∃⟩
is aΠk-resistant pair forM .
(II) Assume now that ⟨w+, w−⟩ is a Πk−1-resistant pair for M . We want to show that ⟨w+∀, w−∀⟩, defined by (2), is a
Σk-resistant pair forM . The argument is very similar to Part (I), with the following differences.
First, noww+∀ is homogeneous, containing only blocksw+, whilew−∀ contains a single blockw−. Second, here we prove
that ⟨w+∀, w−∀⟩ is a Σk-resistant pair, and therefore we consider a configuration p that is existential, i.e., Σk-accepting
on αw+∀β but Σk-rejecting on αw−∀β . Our analysis begins with a successful witness path starting in the Σk-accepting
configuration p on the homogeneous w+∀, using the facts that the machine cannot distinguish the critical block from its
twin, and that no single-level path starting in p can be successful on αw−∀β . 
An analogous upgrade for resistant languages looks as follows.
Theorem 4.11. Let L ⊆ S∗ be aΣk−1,m-resistant language, for some k ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1. Then the language
L∃ = {w0 c w1 c w2 c . . . c wh | w0, w1, . . . , wh ∈ S∗, ∃wg ∈ {w1, . . . , wh} : wg ∈ L}
isΠk,m-resistant. Similarly, if L ⊆ S∗ is aΠk−1,m-resistant language, then
L∀ = {w0 c w1 c w2 c . . . c wh | w0, w1, . . . , wh ∈ S∗, ∀wg ∈ {w1, . . . , wh} : wg ∈ L}
isΣk,m-resistant. (Here c /∈ S denotes a new input tape symbol.)
Proof. (a) Assume first that L is Σk−1,m-resistant. Let M be an arbitrary 2∆∗fa with at most m states, using as its input
alphabet some S ′ ⊇ S ∪ {c}. By Definition 4.4, there must exist w+, w− ∈ S∗ such that w+ ∈ L, w/∈L, and ⟨w+, w−⟩ is a
Σk−1-resistant pair forM .
To show that L∃ isΠk,m-resistant, we can usew+∃, w−∃ ∈ (S∪{c})∗, defined by (1) in Theorem 4.10. Recall that c /∈ S, and
hence the partition ofw+∃, w−∃ into replicated copies of blocksw+, w− is unambiguous. But then the homogeneousw−∃ is
composed ofw_ /∈ L andw+∃ is obtained fromw−∃ by replacing one blockw− byw+ ∈ L (at the block position different from
zero), and hence w−∃ /∈ L∃ but w+∃ ∈ L∃. As already shown in Theorem 4.10, ⟨w+∃, w−∃⟩ is a Πk-resistant pair for M . Since
M was an arbitrary 2∆∗fa with at most m states using an input alphabet S ′ ⊇ S ∪ {c}, we get that L∃ is a Πk,m-resistant
language.
(b) Assume now that L is aΠk−1,m-resistant language. We want to show that L∀ isΣk,m-resistant. The argument is very
similar to (a), using this time w+∀ ∈ L∀ and w−∀ /∈ L∀ defined by (2) in Theorem 4.10. This gives ⟨w+∀, w−∀⟩, the desired
Σk-resistant pair for M . Note that now w+∀ is homogeneous, containing only blocks w+ ∈ L, while w−∀ contains a single
blockw_ /∈ L. 
We conclude this section by showing that no Σk/Πk-alternating two-way machine with at most m states is capable of
accepting aΣk/Πk,m-resistant language.
Theorem 4.12. Let L be a Σk,m-resistant language, for some k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1. Then each 2Σkfa accepting L must use more
than m states. The same holds for two-way automata belonging to lower levels in the alternating hierarchy, belowΣk.
Similarly, if L is a Πk,m-resistant language, then each 2Πkfa accepting L must use more than m states. The same holds for
lower levels, belowΠk.
Proof. Let L ⊆ S∗ beΠk,m-resistant. Then, for each 2ΠkfaM with at mostm states and using the input alphabet S or larger,
there existw+, w− ∈ S∗ such thatw+ ∈ L,w_ /∈ L, and ⟨w+, w−⟩ is aΠk-resistant pair forM . But then, by Theorem 4.6, for
α =⊢ and β =⊣, where ⊢ and ⊣ denote the left and right input tape endmarkers, we get that ⟨ ⊢ w+⊣,⊢ w−⊣ ⟩ is again
aΠk-resistant pair forM .
Now suppose, for contradiction, that M accepts the language L. It is obvious that pI = ⟨qI, 0⟩, the initial configuration
ofM , is of alternating levelΠk, positioned outside w+, w− on the strings ⊢ w+⊣ and ⊢ w−⊣. Moreover, since w+ ∈ L but
w_ /∈ L, pI must beΠk-accepting on the string ⊢ w+⊣ butΠk-rejecting on ⊢ w−⊣. But then, by the item (i) in Theorem 4.6
(taking α′ = β ′ = ε), there must exist an exit from ⊢ w+ ⊣ and ⊢ w− ⊣ for pI, i.e., a configuration reachable by some
computation paths leaving these two strings to the left or right. But this is a contradiction since we may assume, without
loss of generality, that the transitions in M have been programmed correctly, so that M never tries to move its head to the
left/right from the left/right endmarker, respectively.
The proof easily extends to 2∆∗fas belonging to lower levels in the alternating hierarchy, belowΠk, since Theorem 4.6
can be applied for any pI of alternating level at mostΠk.
The same argument holds also forΣk,m-resistant languages. 
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5. Alternating hierarchy and exponential gaps
Here we shall present some exponential lower bounds for languages presented in Section 3, by the use of the tools
presented in Section 4. We begin with constructing some equivalent words by a pigeonhole argument.
Theorem 5.1. Let m and n be two positive integers satisfying 2m · (2m+ 1) < 2⌊n/2⌋. Let M be an arbitrary 2∆∗fawith at most
m states, using as its input alphabet some S ′ ⊇ {c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}. Then there exist α+, α− ∈ {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗ and
β ∈ {b1, . . . , bn}∗ such that
• α+, α− are equivalent strings for M,
• c2α+β ∈ E2,n but c2α−β /∈ E2,n, and hence also
• c2α+β /∈ A2,n but c2α−β ∈ A2,n.
(Here E2,n and A2,n denote the witness languages introduced in Section 3.)
Proof. Let n′ = ⌊n/2⌋, and let {0, 1}n′denote the set of all binary strings of length n′. Now, each binary stringw = r1 . . . rn′ ∈
{0, 1}n′ can be encoded by a string
αw ∈ (a1 + a2)(a3 + a4) . . . (a2n′−1 + a2n′) ⊆ {a1, . . . , an}∗.
(Here we used the standard notation for regular expressions [20,10].) This is done as follows. For each i = 1, . . . , n′, we
indicate whether ri, the ith bit inw, is set to 0 or 1 by including the symbol a2i or a2i−1 in αw , respectively.
This mapping can be extended to code subsets of {0, 1}n′ by strings in {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗: for each W = {w1, . . . , wh} ⊆
{0, 1}n′, let
αW = αw1c2αw2c2 . . . c2αwh .
(For example, if n′ = 4 andW = {0100, 0101}, then αW = a2a3a6a8 c2 a2a3a6a7.)
Finally, let us introduce a mapping fromw ∈ {0, 1}n′ into a string
βw ∈ (b1 + b2)(b3 + b4) . . . (b2n′−1 + b2n′) ⊆ {b1, . . . , bn}∗.
The string βw is obtained in the same way as αw , using the corresponding symbols b1, . . . , b2n′ instead of a1, . . . , a2n′ . (For
example, ifw = 0100, then βw = b2b3b6b8.)
Thus, there are exactly 2n
′
binary strings in {0, 1}n′, from which we can compose 22n′ subsets of {0, 1}n′, all different,
representable by 22
n′
different strings α in {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗. It can also be easily seen that our encoding possesses the
following properties:
{w1, . . . , wh} ∋ w if and only if c2α{w1,...,wh}βw ∈ E2,n,{w1, . . . , wh} ∌ w if and only if c2α{w1,...,wh}βw ∈ A2,n. (3)
The leading c2 is inserted in order to introduce α0 = ε, so that αw1 is no longer in the leading position and hence not ignored.
(See definitions of E2,n and A2,n in Section 3.)
Second, recall that our 2∆∗faM uses at mostm states, and hence we have at most 2m entry and 2m exit configurations,
for each string α ≠ ε (used as a substring in some longer inputs). But then the traveling ofM inside α can be characterized
in the form of a Boolean crossing matrixXα of size 2m× (2m+1), in which the rows correspond to entry configurations and
the first 2m columns to exit configurations: for i, j = 1, . . . , 2m, the element xi,j inXα is set to 0 or 1 depending on whether
there exists, inside α, a computation path connecting the entry configuration pi with the exit configuration pj.
The rightmost column indicates acceptance or rejection decided inside α. If pi is an existential configuration, xi,2m+1 is
set to 0 or 1 depending on whether there exists an accepting single-level path executed inside α, starting in pi and halting
in an accepting state. Similarly, if pi is universal, xi,2m+1 is set to 0 or 1 depending on whether pi has a rejecting single-level
path executed inside α, no matter whether halting in a rejecting state or executing an infinite cycle.
Third, by Definition 4.2, it is easy to see that two strings α+, α− are equivalent forM if and only ifXα+ = Xα− . Clearly,
there exist only 22m·(2m+1) different crossing matricesXα of size 2m× (2m+ 1), and hence each set containing more than
22m·(2m+1) different strings α must contain two different strings α+, α− such that they are equivalent forM .
By the assumption of the theorem, 2m · (2m + 1) < 2⌊n/2⌋, and hence 22m·(2m+1) < 22n′ , using n′ = ⌊n/2⌋. Thus, we
have more different subsets of {0, 1}n′ than different crossing matrices, and hence there must exist two different subsets
W+ = {w′1, . . . , w′h′} ⊆ {0, 1}n
′
andW− = {w′′1 , . . . , w′′h′′} ⊆ {0, 1}n
′
(with somew ∈ W+ \W−), encoded into two different
strings α+ = αW+ and α− = αW− in {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗, such that α+, α− are equivalent forM .
Now, take β = βw . Since W+ ∋ w but W− ∌ w, we have, by (3), that c2α+β ∈ E2,n but c2α−β /∈ E2,n, and hence also
c2α+β /∈ A2,n but c2α−β ∈ A2,n. 
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With equivalent words, we can establishΣ2,m- andΠ2,m-resistance of languages:
Theorem 5.2. Let n ≥ 1, and let E2,n, A2,n be the languages introduced in Section 3. Then, for each positive integer m satisfying
2m · (2m+ 1) < 2⌊n/2⌋, the language E2,n isΠ2,m-resistant, while A2,n isΣ2,m-resistant.
Proof. (a) We first show that E2,n is Π2,m-resistant. Let M be an arbitrary 2∆∗fa with at most m states, using as its input
alphabet some S ′ ⊇ {c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}. By Definition 4.4, we only need to find some u+ ∈ E2,n and u_ /∈ E2,n, such
that ⟨u+, u−⟩ is aΠ2-resistant pair forM .
Utilizing the fact that 2m · (2m+ 1) < 2⌊n/2⌋, we first obtain, by the use of Theorem 5.1, some α+, α− ∈ {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗
and β ∈ {b1, . . . , bn}∗ such that α+, α− are equivalent forM and, moreover, c2α+β ∈ E2,n but c2α−β /∈ E2,n. These strings
encode, respectively, some W+,W− ⊆ {0, 1}n′ and w ∈ {0, 1}n′, satisfying W+ ∋ w and W− ∌ w. Now we can upgrade
α+, α− as follows.
Since α+, α− are equivalent, ⟨α+, α−⟩ is aΣ1-resistant pair forM , by Lemma 4.9.
Let ℓ = 2m2. Now, using Theorem 4.10, we get aΠ2-resistant pair ⟨α+∃, α−∃⟩, where
α−∃ = α−(c2α−)2·(ℓ+ℓ!)c2α−(c2α−)ℓ!−1c2α−(c2α−)2·(ℓ+ℓ!),
α+∃ = α−(c2α−)2·(ℓ+ℓ!)c2α+(c2α−)ℓ!−1c2α−(c2α−)2·(ℓ+ℓ!). (4)
But then, by Theorem 4.6, ⟨u+, u−⟩ is aΠ2-resistant pair forM , where u+ = c2α+∃β and u− = c2α−∃β .
Recall thatW+ ∋ w butW− ∌ w and hence, by the correspondence between the strings in {c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}∗
and those in {0, 1}n′, introduced in the proof of Theorem 5.1 and summarized by (3), we have c2α+β ∈ E2,n but c2α−β /∈ E2,n.
By this correspondence, we also have that the strings α− and α−∃ encode the same set W−: since α−∃ = α−(c2α−)e for
some e ≥ 0, the string α−∃ enumerates the same elements in {0, 1}n′ as does the string α−, just making much more multiple
repetitions of elements. Thus, u− = c2α−∃β /∈ E2,n.
On the other hand, α+∃ is composed both of α+ and of replicated copies of α−, and hence it encodes the set W+ ∪W−.
Clearly,W+ ∪W− ∋ w, and hence u+ = c2α+∃β ∈ E2,n.
In conclusion, we have found u+ ∈ E2,n and u/∈E2,n, such that ⟨u+, u−⟩ is a Π2-resistant pair for M . This holds for an
arbitrarily chosen 2∆∗faM withm states, and hence the language E2,n isΠ2,m-resistant.
(b) The argument showing that the language A2,n isΣ2,m-resistant is very similar, just swapping the roles of α+, α− and
existential/universal levels. That is, we use the fact that c2α−β ∈ A2,n, c2α+β /∈ A2,n, and that ⟨α−, α+⟩ is a Π1-resistant
pair. This gives aΣ2-resistant pair ⟨α+∀, α−∀⟩, where α+∀ = α−∃ and α−∀ = α+∃, as defined by (4). 
By a straightforward induction on k, combining Theorems 5.2 and 4.11,we get:
Theorem 5.3. Let k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1. Then, for each positive integer m satisfying 2m · (2m + 1) < 2⌊n/2⌋, the language Ek,n is
Πk,m-resistant, while Ak,n isΣk,m-resistant.
Now we are ready to provide lower bounds for these languages.
Theorem 5.4. Let k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1. Then each 2Πkfa accepting Ek,n must use more than (
√
1+ 4 · 2⌊n/2⌋−1)/4 > 2n/4−5/4−1
states. The same number of states is necessary for each 2Σkfa accepting Ak,n.
The smallest general 2Afa with Πk-bounded alternation accepting Ek,n must use more than 2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states. The
same number of states is necessary for eachΣk-bounded 2Afa accepting Ak,n.
Proof. (a) Letm be the largest integer satisfying 2m · (2m+ 1) < 2⌊n/2⌋. Then, by combining Theorems 5.3 and 4.12,we get
that each 2Πkfa accepting Ek,n must use more thanm states. The same holds for each 2Σkfa accepting Ak,n.
Thus, the minimal number of states must satisfy 2m · (2m + 1) ≥ 2⌊n/2⌋, which gives m ≥ (√1+ 4 · 2⌊n/2⌋ − 1)/4 >
(2 · 2⌊n/2⌋/2 − 1)/4 ≥ (2 · 2n/4−1/4 − 1)/4 = 2n/4−5/4 − 1/4.
(b) Now, letM be aΠk-bounded general 2Afa accepting Ek,n withm states. Thenm · ⌈k/2⌉+ 1 > 2n/4−5/4− 1/4 or else,
by Theorem 2.3, we could obtain a 2Πkfa for Ek,n with the number of states bounded by 2n/4−5/4− 1/4. This contradicts the
lower bound for 2Πkfas, just shown in the previous paragraph. The same clearly holds forΣk-bounded 2Afas accepting Ak,n.
Thus, m > (2n/4−5/4 − 5/4)/⌈k/2⌉ ≥ (2n/4−5/4 − 5/4)/(k/2 + 1/2) = (2n/4−1/4 − 5/2)/(k + 1) = 2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 −
5/(2(k+ 1)) > 2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1, for each k ≥ 2. 
By combining Theorems 3.1 and 5.4, we get the first main theorem:
Theorem 5.5. For each k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, there exist languages Ek,n and Ak,n such that
• Ek,n is a complement of Ak,n, and
• n+ k+ 1 states are sufficient for accepting Ek,n by a 1Σkfa, but
• 2n/4−5/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting Ek,n by any 2Πkfa and
2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting Ek,n by anyΠk-bounded 2Afa,
• n+ k+ 1 states are sufficient for accepting Ak,n by a 1Πkfa, but
• 2n/4−5/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting Ak,n by any 2Σkfa and
2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting Ak,n by anyΣk-bounded 2Afa.
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Corollary 5.6. For each k ≥ 2, the following inclusions between polynomial state complexity classes are proper:
2Σk ⊃ 2Σk−1, 2Πk ⊃ 2Σk−1,
2Σk ⊃ 2Πk−1, 2Πk ⊃ 2Πk−1,
2Σk ⊃ 1Σk−1, 1Σk ⊃ 1Σk−1, 2Πk ⊃ 1Σk−1, 1Πk ⊃ 1Σk−1,
2Σk ⊃ 1Πk−1, 1Σk ⊃ 1Πk−1, 2Πk ⊃ 1Πk−1, 1Πk ⊃ 1Πk−1.
For each Xk ⊃ Yk−1 above, there exists a witness regular problem Lk = (Lk,n)n≥1 in the class difference Xk − Yk−1, such that
Lk,n can be accepted by a Xkfa with at most n + k + 1 states, but at least 2n/4−5/4 − 1 states are necessary for any Yk−1fa, and
2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states are required by any Yk−1-bounded Afa. (In each of the cases above, we can use either Ek = (Ek,n)n≥1
or Ak = (Ak,n)n≥1 as Lk.) This gives the following exponential gaps:
• 2(n−k−1)/4−5/4 − 1 ≥ 2n/4−k/4−3/2 − 1 states for the conversion of an n-state Xkfa to Yk−1fa, and
• 2(n−k−1)/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 ≥ 2n/4−k/4−log(k+1)−1/2 − 1 states for the conversion of Xk-bounded Afa to Yk−1-bounded Afa.
Corollary 5.7. For each k ≥ 2, the following polynomial state complexity classes are incomparable:
2Σk 
 2Πk, 1Σk 
 2Πk,
2Σk 
 1Πk, 1Σk 
 1Πk.
Here Xk 
 Yk denotes the fact that we can find witness problems both in Xk − Yk and in Yk − Xk, with the same exponential gaps
in the number of states as presented in Corollary 5.6.
Corollary 5.8. For each k ≥ 2, the following polynomial state complexity classes are not empty:
1Σk − 2Σk−1, 1Πk − 2Σk−1,
1Σk − 2Πk−1, 1Πk − 2Πk−1.
In each of the cases above, we have a witness problem in Xk − Yk−1, with the same exponential gaps in the number of states as
presented in Corollary 5.6.
Theorem 5.9. For each k ≥ 2, the polynomial state complexity classes 2Σk, 1Σk, 2Πk, 1Πk are not closed under complement,
with
2Σk 
 co2Σk, 1Σk 
 co1Σk = 1Πk, 1Σk 
 co2Σk,
2Πk 
 co2Πk, 1Πk 
 co1Πk = 1Σk, 1Πk 
 co2Πk.
For each Xk 
 coYk above, the lower bounds for complementary conversions are the same as the exponential gaps presented in
Corollary 5.6. (It is not known whether co2Σk
?= 2Πk or co2Πk ?= 2Σk.)
Proof. (a) We first show that co1Σk = 1Πk and co1Πk = 1Σk. By Theorem 2.3, eachΣk/Πk-bounded 1Afa with m states
can be converted into a respective 1Σk/Πkfa, i.e., into a machineM with at mostm · ⌈k/2⌉ + 1 states, ordered in k explicit
alternating levels.
Next, we can replace each given 1∆∗faM by an equivalentM ′ not executing infinite cycles. In one-way case, such cycle
is possible only if, for some state q ∈ Q and input symbol s ∈ S, M performs a sequence of stationary moves and loops
forever with the input head on the same input tape cell. This can be eliminated as follows:
(i) For each existential q ∈ Q and each s ∈ S, let δ′(q, s) ∋ (q′, 0) for each q′ ∈ Q such that, after a finite sequence
of stationary moves not decreasing the alternating level, M will finally decrease the alternating level by switching to the
state q′, without moving the input head to the right. Similarly, let δ′(q, s) ∋ (q′,+1) for each q′ ∈ Q such that, after a finite
sequence of stationary moves not decreasing the alternating level, M will finally move the head to the right by switching
to q′. In order to avoid δ′(q, s) = ∅, let δ′(q, s) ∋ (qR,+1), where qR is a new rejecting state, of the lowest alternating level.
(That is, either Σ1 or Π1, depending on parity of k and on whether the initial level is Σk or Πk.) In this state, M ′ just scans
the rest of the input, i.e., δ′(qR, s˜) = {(qR,+1)} for each s˜.
(ii) For each universal q ∈ Q and each s ∈ S, for whichM , not decreasing the alternating level, gets into an infinite cycle
with stationary moves, let δ′(q, s) = {(qR,+1)}. Similarly, if δ(q, s) = ∅, let δ′(q, s) = {(qR,+1)}. Otherwise, i.e., if the
computation neither cycles nor aborts, let δ′(q, s) = δ(q, s).
Observe that such decisions depend only on q and s, and hence all details can be determined by inspecting the transition
table for the function δ.
Now, once we have the loop-free M ′, with all paths reading the entire input, and with states ordered into k explicit
alternating levels, a complementary machine can be obtained by swapping the roles of existential/universal and accept-
ing/rejecting states.
(b) The incomparability relations Xk 
 coYk, displayed above, can be derived from the following facts: Ek = (Ek,n)n≥1 is
in 1Σk ⊆ 2Σk, Ak = (Ak,n)n≥1 is in 1Πk ⊆ 2Πk, and Ek,n is the complement of Ak,n. This gives Ek ∈ co1Πk ⊆ co2Πk and Ak ∈
co1Σk ⊆ co2Σk, even though it is not knownwhether co2Σk ?= 2Πk or co2Πk ?= 2Σk. On the other hand, Ek /∈ 2Πk ⊇ 1Πk
and Ak /∈ 2Σk ⊇ 1Σk, and hence also Ak /∈ co2Πk ⊇ co1Πk and Ek /∈ co2Σk ⊇ co1Σk. Now all relations follow easily. 
Finally, we present the closure under the remaining Boolean operations:
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Theorem 5.10. For each k ≥ 2, the classes 2Σk and 1Σk are closed under union but not closed under intersection, while 2Πk
and 1Πk are closed under intersection but not closed under union.
More precisely, the union of two n-state machines in the classes 2Σk and 1Σk does not cost more than 2n+ 1 states, but their
intersection by using, respectively, a 2Σkfa or 1Σkfamay, in general, require 2n/4−k/4−7/4−1 states, and an intersection by using
aΣk-bounded 2Afa or 1Afa at least 2n/4−k/4−log(k+1)−3/4 − 1 states.
Similarly, the intersection in 2Πk and in 1Πk does not cost more than 2n + 1 states, but the union may require the same
exponential gaps as presented for intersection in 2Σk and 1Σk.
Proof. (a) The constructions for unions in 2Σk and in 1Σk, or for intersections in 2Πk and in 1Πk are trivial.
(b) Consider now the cost of union in 2Πk and 1Πk, by using 2Πkfas. Recall that Ak = (Ak,n)n≥1 is in 1Πk, and that
Ak,n ⊆ S∗k,n can be accepted by a 1ΠkfaMk,n using n+k+1 states. (See Theorems 5.5 and 3.1.) With a single additional state,
we can accept the languages U1,k,n = Ak,n$S∗k,n and U2,k,n = S∗k,n$Ak,n, where $ denotes a new symbol. The machine for U1,k,n
first simulates Mk,n and, if it reaches the symbol $ in an accepting state, it just traverses the rest of the input to verify that
$ is not repeated anymore. On the other hand, the machine for U2,k,n first traverses along the input searching for $ and, after
that, it simulatesMk,n. Thus, both (U1,k,n)n≥1 and (U2,k,n)n≥1 are in 1Πk.
Let us now take Uk = (Uk,n)n≥1 = (U1,k,n ∪ U2,k,n)n≥1. It is quite easy to see that Uk,n = {w1$w2 ∈ S∗k,n$S∗k,n | w1 ∈
Ak,n∨w2 ∈ Ak,n}. LetM be a 2Πkfa acceptingUk,n, with somem states. Suppose, for contradiction, that 2m·(2m+1) < 2⌊n/2⌋.
But then, by Theorem 5.3, the language Ak,n is aΣk,m-resistant. This gives, by Definition 4.4, two stringsw+, w− ∈ S∗k,n,
such that w+ ∈ Ak,n, w_ /∈ Ak,n, and ⟨w+, w−⟩ is a Σk-resistant pair for M . Hence, w+, w− are also equivalent for M , by
Definition 4.3. It is also obvious thatw−$w_ /∈Uk,n, butw−$w+, w+$w− ∈ Uk,n. Moreover, these three strings are equivalent
forM , by Lemma 4.5.
Since w−$w− must be rejected by the 2Πkfa M , the machine must have at least one rejecting witness path for this
input. Suppose that there exists a witness path connecting the Πk-rejecting initial configuration pI = ⟨qI, 0⟩ on the input
⊢ w−$w− ⊣ with a Σj/Πj-rejecting configuration p, for some j < k. Assume first that p is positioned outside the left copy
ofw−. (All input head positions are given here with respect to ⊢ and $w−⊣.)
But then p is also reachable from pI on the input ⊢ w+$w−⊣, where it is placed outsidew+.
Since this input must be accepted, pI is Πk-accepting here and all single-level paths starting in pI must be successful.
Thus, p isΣj/Πj-accepting on ⊢ w+$w−⊣, butΣj/Πj-rejecting on ⊢ w−$w−⊣, of alternating level at mostΣk−1, which is
belowΣk.
But ⟨w+, w−⟩ is a Σk-resistant pair for M and hence, by the item (i) in Theorem 4.6, using α =⊢, β = $w− ⊣, and
α′ = β ′ = ε, we have that there must exist an exit from ⊢ w+$w− ⊣ and ⊢ w−$w− ⊣ for p, and hence also an exit for pI,
i.e., a configuration reachable by some computation paths leaving these strings to the left or right. But this is a contradiction
sinceM never tries to move its head to the left/right from the left/right endmarker, respectively.
If p is positioned inside the left copy of w− on the input ⊢ w−$w−⊣, then it is positioned outside the right copy of w−,
and we can use the same argument for ⊢ w−$w+ ⊣. (Using this time input head positions given with respect to ⊢ w−$
and ⊣.)
The remaining cases, i.e., a witness path that enters an infinite cycle or rejects, are very similar and therefore they are
omitted. (For an infinite cycle, we distinguish two sub-cases, depending on whether at least a part of the cycle is outside the
left copy ofw−, or if the entire cycle is inside the left copy ofw−, and hence outside the right copy ofw−.)
Summing up, each 2ΠkfaM accepting U1,k,n ∪ U2,k,n must use at leastm states with 2m · (2m+ 1) ≥ 2⌊n/2⌋, which gives
m ≥ 2n/4−5/4− 1/4, by the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 5.4, part (a). On the other hand, both U1,k,n and U2,k,n
are accepted by 1Πkfas with n+ k+ 2 states. Thus, the union of two n-state machines, both in 2Πk or in 1Πk, implemented
by a 2Πkfa, may require 2(n−k−2)/4−5/4 − 1/4 ≥ 2n/4−k/4−7/4 − 1 states.
For unrestricted Πk-bounded 2Afas, we obtain the lower bound by Theorem 2.3: such machine with m states can be
converted into a 2Πkfa with m · ⌈k/2⌉ + 1 states, which gives m · ⌈k/2⌉ + 1 ≥ 2n/4−5/4 − 1/4. Thus, by repeating
evaluation used in the proof of Theorem 5.4, part (b), the lower bound forΠk-bounded 2Afas is 2(n−k−2)/4−log(k+1)−1/4−1 ≥
2n/4−k/4−log(k+1)−3/4 − 1 states.
(c) The corresponding lower bound for the intersection in 2Σk and in 1Σk is the same, using Ik,n = I1,k,n ∩ I2,k,n =
{w1$w2 ∈ S∗k,n$S∗k,n | w1 ∈ Ek,n ∧ w2 ∈ Ek,n}. 
6. Alternating hierarchy for a fixed alphabet
All exponential gaps presented abovewere shownby using regular problems Lk = (Lk,n)n≥1 with input alphabets growing
in n. Here we shall show that the alternating hierarchy remains infinite even if we consider a fixed input alphabet. This
does not supersede the results presented in Section 5, since the state-size gaps shown here are not so wide, though still
exponential.
Recall that all results above were based on the witness languages Ek,n and Ak,n, using as the input alphabet Sk,n =
{ck, . . . , c2, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn}. We are going to encode the symbols in Sk,n by symbols in S = {a, b, c}, as follows:
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InM: σi−
cj−−→π∗1− cj = ck, . . . , ci+1 InM ′: σi− ci−−−−→π∗1− cj−i−1b−−−−→π∗1−
σi−
ci−−→ σi−, π(i−1)+ σi− ci−1b−−−−→ σi−, π(i−1)+
σi−
cj−−→ σi− cj = ci−1, . . . , c2 σi− cj−1b−−−−→ σi−
σi−
af−−→ σi− af = a1, . . . , an σi− ca−−−−→ σi− af−1b−−−−→ σi−
σi−
bf−−→ σi− bf = b1, . . . , bn σi− bf−−−−→ σi− af−−−−→ σi−
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· · · · · ·
· · ·c c ccc bb
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✛ ✛
a, b, c
Fig. 11. Transitions from σi− , for even i > 2.
InM: πi+
cj−−→π∗1+ cj = ck, . . . , ci+1 InM ′: πi+ ci−−−−→π∗1+ cj−i−1b−−−−→π∗1+
πi+
ci−−→πi+, σ(i−1)− πi+ ci−1b−−−−→πi+, σ(i−1)−
πi+
cj−−→πi+ cj = ci−1, . . . , c2 πi+ cj−1b−−−−→πi+
πi+
af−−→πi+ af = a1, . . . , an πi+ ca−−−−→πi+ af−1b−−−−→πi+
πi+
bf−−→πi+ bf = b1, . . . , bn πi+ bf−−−−→πi+ af−−−−→πi+
❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡✛ ✲✲ ✲ ✲ ✲✲ · · ·
· · · · · ·
· · ·c c ccc bb
π
(2)
i+
πi+
π
(3)
i+ π
(4)
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(i)
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a
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c
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✛✛✛ ✲✛✛✻ ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄
✛ ✛
a, b, c
Fig. 12. Transitions from πi+ , for odd i > 2.
ϑci = c i−1b, for each ci = ck, . . . , c2,
ϑaf = caf b, for each af = a1, . . . , an,
ϑbf = bf af , for each bf = b1, . . . , bn.
(5)
The homomorphic image of u = u1 . . . uℓ ∈ S∗k,n is obtained as usual, i.e., ϑu = ϑu1 . . . ϑuℓ . We shall need the following
properties of this mapping.
(a) The code for each ci begins with cc . . . , except for ϑc2 = cb. Similarly, the code for each af begins with ca . . . and
the code for each bf with b . . . . Besides this preliminary sorting into different categories, the original symbols can easily be
decoded by inspecting the lengths of c i−1, af , or bf in their codes.
(b) Each u ∈ S∗k,n is mapped into a different ϑu ∈ S∗, that is, ϑu+ ≠ ϑu− for u+ ≠ u−. On the other hand, some strings
v ∈ S∗ are not valid images of any u ∈ S∗k,n. Nevertheless, the original string u can be recovered from the given v = ϑu
unambiguously, for each u ∈ S∗k,n.
Theorem 6.1. For each k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, let Ek,n and Ak,n be the languages defined in Section 3, and let ϑ : S∗k,n → {a, b, c}∗
be the homomorphism introduced by (5). Then there exist two languages E ′k,n, A
′
k,n ⊆ {a, b, c}∗ such that u ∈ Ek,n if and only if
ϑu ∈ E ′k,n and, similarly, u ∈ Ak,n if and only if ϑu ∈ A′k,n, for each u ∈ S∗k,n. Moreover, E ′k,n can be accepted by a 1Σkfa with at
most 2n+ (k+ 1) · k/2+ 6 states, the same number of states is sufficient for a 1Πkfa accepting A′k,n.
Proof. Note that even though Ek,n, Ak,n, and ϑ have already been fixed, this does not constitute an unambiguous definition
of E ′k,n and A
′
k,n, since some strings v ∈ {a, b, c}∗ are not valid images of any u ∈ S∗k,n. Nevertheless, such strings will not
cause problems, they can be included in or excluded from E ′k,n or A
′
k,n quite arbitrarily, by definition.
Let M be the 1Σkfa for Ek,n, presented in Theorem 3.1, for k even. We shall replace M by a new machine M ′ with the
following properties. First, Q ′ ⊇ Q , i.e., the state set of M ′ contains all original states of M , together with some additional
states. Moreover,
(i) for each original states q, q′1, . . . , q
′
h ∈ Q and each original symbol s ∈ Sk,n, there exists a single-step transition
q s−−→ q′1, . . . , q′h in M if and only if, in M ′, there exists a computation tree the paths of which connect the root q
with the same states q′1, . . . , q
′
h in the leaves, reading the corresponding string ϑs ∈ {a, b, c}∗ from the input. (We can
denote this by q ϑs−−→ q′1, . . . , q′h.)
(ii) the tree structure implementing q ϑs−−→ q′1, . . . , q′h can use some ‘‘new’’ additional states q(2), q(3), . . . , q(g) as internal
nodes, if necessary. All new states inherit the alternating level from the ‘‘master’’ state q, the same holds for their
membership in the set of accepting states.Moreover, all computation steps in such tree are actually deterministic, except
for a single node, performing existential/universal branching.
All details can easily be seen in Figs. 11–15. (See also the definition of M in Theorem 3.1.) There are only few technical
tricks deserving an additional explanation.
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Fig. 13. Transitions from σ2− .
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Fig. 14. Transitions from π1+ .
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Fig. 15. Transitions from π a11−, . . . , π
an
1− (graph rotated, to display π
af
1− at the right end). As a side effect, required earlier, we also have
π
a2
1−
af−1−−−−→π a(f+1) mod (n+1)1− b−−→π af1− .
• In M , π∗1− s−−→π∗1− and π∗1+ s−−→π∗1+, for each symbol s ∈ Sk,n. Thus, to ensure that π∗1− ϑs−−→π∗1− and π∗1+ ϑs−−→π∗1+
inM ′, it is sufficient to define π∗1− s˜−−→π∗1− and π∗1+ s˜−−→π∗1+, for each s˜ ∈ {a, b, c}.
• If q s−−→π∗1− or q s−−→π∗1+, for some q ∈ Q and s ∈ Sk,n inM , and, starting from q inM ′, the symbol s is decoded after
reading some initial prefix of ϑs already, the computation can switch immediately to π∗1− or π∗1+, respectively, to let these
two states read the remaining part of ϑs by the cycles introduced in the previous item.
• The trickiest part is the implementation of π1+ af−−→π1+, π af1−, for each af = a1, . . . , an. Recall that, by (5), ϑaf = caf b
and that no code for any ci or bf begins with ca . . . . Thus, starting fromπ1+ and reading ca from the input, themachineM ′
branches universally into π (3)1+ (a new state— see Fig. 14) and π
a2
1−. From π
(3)
1+ , after processing a∗b, the machine returns
to π1+. In π
a2
1−, as a side effect, we utilize the fact that the states π
a1
1−, . . . , π
an
1− are now embedded into a loop counting
modulo n + 1 (using also new states for an artificial nonexistent a0—see Fig. 15) in such a way that M ′ gets from π a21−
to π
af
1− after reading af−1b.
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By an induction on the length of u = u1 . . . uℓ, using items (i) and (ii) above, one can see that, for each original state
q ∈ Q , M accepts u ∈ S∗k,n starting from q if and only if M ′ accepts v = ϑu ∈ {a, b, c}∗ starting from the same state q. This
gives thatM accepts u starting from qI if and only ifM ′ accepts v = ϑu starting from qI, for each u ∈ S∗k,n.
We do not care what happens if the given input string v ∈ S∗ is not a valid image of any u ∈ S∗k,n. In such cases,M ′ may
accept or reject quite arbitrarily.4 Nevertheless, we define E ′k,n to be the set of all strings v ∈ {a, b, c}∗ that are accepted by
the 1ΣkfaM ′ described here, in Figs. 11–15. The construction of a 1Πkfa for A′k,n is very similar, just swapping the roles of
existential/universal and accepting/rejecting states. With minor modifications, the construction works for odd values of k
as well.
By counting the number of states in Figs. 11–15, we also see that M ′ uses 2 + (ki=3 i) + 3 + 3 + 2(n + 1) =
2n + (k + 1) · k/2 + 7 states. However, one state can be saved by removing the rejecting loop, executed either in π∗1−
or in σ ∗1−, depending on parity of k and the initial alternating level. (See Theorem 3.1 for analogous modifications inM .) 
The next theorem presents the corresponding lower bounds.
Theorem 6.2. For each k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, let E ′k,n and A′k,n be the languages introduced in Theorem 6.1. Then, for each positive
integer m satisfying 2m · (2m+ 1) < 2⌊n/2⌋, the language E ′k,n isΠk,m-resistant, while A′k,n isΣk,m-resistant.
Consequently, each 2Πkfa accepting E ′k,n must usemore than (
√
1+ 4 · 2⌊n/2⌋−1)/4 > 2n/4−5/4−1 states. The same number
of states is necessary for each 2Σkfa accepting A′k,n.
The smallest general 2Afa with Πk-bounded alternation accepting E ′k,n must use more than 2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states. The
same number of states is necessary for eachΣk-bounded 2Afa accepting A′k,n.
Proof. The argument is obtained by a simple modification of the results proved in Section 5. First, as shown in the proof of
Theorem 5.1, there are exactly 22
n′
sets of binary stringsW ⊆ {0, 1}n′, of length n′ = ⌊n/2⌋, which were encoded into 22n′
strings αW in {c2, a1, . . . , an}∗. After encoding all these strings into {a, b, c}∗, we still have 22n
′
strings v = ϑαW , all different.
On the other hand, even for m-state two-way machines using S = {a, b, c} as the input alphabet, there still exist only
22m·(2m+1) different crossing matricesXv of size 2m× (2m+ 1).
Thus, if 2m · (2m + 1) < 2⌊n/2⌋, we have two different subsets W+,W− ⊆ {0, 1}n′, encoded by two different strings
v+ = ϑα+ and v− = ϑα− in {a, b, c}∗, where α+ = αW+ and α− = αW− , such that v+, v− are equivalent forM . We also have
somew ∈ {0, 1}n′, such thatW+ ∋ w butW− ∌ w, encoded by β = βw in {b1, . . . , bn}∗ and by u = ϑβ in {a, b, c}∗.
By Theorem 5.1, c2α+β ∈ E2,n but c2α−β /∈ E2,n, and hence also c2α+β /∈ A2,n but c2α−β ∈ A2,n.
But then, by the use of Theorem 6.1, we have that ϑc2α+β = cbv+u ∈ E ′2,n but ϑc2α−β = cbv−u /∈ E ′2,n, and hence also
cbv+u /∈ A′2,n but cbv−u ∈ A′2,n. In addition, we have already shown that v+, v− are equivalent forM .
The remaining part of the argument just repeats the reasoning presented in the proofs of Theorems 5.2–5.4, using v+,
v−, u, and cb instead of α+, α−, β , and c2, respectively. 
By combining Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, we get:
Theorem 6.3. For each k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, there exist languages E ′k,n, A′k,n with a three-letter input alphabet such that
• E ′k,n is a complement of A′k,n, and
• 2n+ (k+ 1) · k/2+ 6 states are sufficient for accepting E ′k,n by a 1Σkfa, but
• 2n/4−5/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting E ′k,n by any 2Πkfa and
2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting E ′k,n by anyΠk-bounded 2Afa,
• 2n+ (k+ 1) · k/2+ 6 states are sufficient for accepting A′k,n by a 1Πkfa, but
• 2n/4−5/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting A′k,n by any 2Σkfa and
2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting A′k,n by anyΣk-bounded 2Afa.
Theorem 6.4. For each k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, there exist languages E ′′k,n, A′′k,n with a binary input alphabet such that
• E ′′k,n is a complement of A′′k,n, and
• 4n+ (k+ 1) · k+ 12 states are sufficient for accepting E ′′k,n by a 1Σkfa, but
• 2n/4−5/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting E ′′k,n by any 2Πkfa and
2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting E ′′k,n by anyΠk-bounded 2Afa,
• 4n+ (k+ 1) · k+ 12 states are sufficient for accepting A′′k,n by a 1Πkfa, but
4 For such cases, there are the following possibilities. First, themachine reaches the end of the inputwhile readingϑs for some s ∈ Sk,n , in themiddle ofϑs .
Then the acceptance/rejection depends on the ‘‘master’’ states last visited along the given computation. Second, after reading a prefix that corresponds to
a valid code, the next input symbol s˜ ∈ {a, b, c} does not allow to extend the string into a valid code. Then the computation either stops without reading
the entire input until the end, or it switches to erroneous states and carries on without detecting the input was not formatted correctly.
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• 2n/4−5/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting A′′k,n by any 2Σkfa and
2n/4−log(k+1)−1/4 − 1 states are necessary for accepting A′′k,n by anyΣk-bounded 2Afa.
Proof. We encode the languages E ′k,n, A
′
k,n ⊆ {a, b, c}∗ into E ′′k,n, A′′k,n ⊆ {0, 1}∗ by using the following homomorphism:
ϑ ′c = 0, ϑ ′a = 10, ϑ ′b = 11.
Clearly, if 2n+ (k+1) ·k/2+6 states are sufficient to decide whether the given v ∈ {a, b, c}∗ belongs to E ′k,n or A′k,n, then
2 ·[2n+(k+1) ·k/2+6] states are sufficient to decide, for the given binary input v′, whether v′ = ϑ ′v for some v ∈ {a, b, c}∗,
and whether this unique v belongs to E ′k,n or A
′
k,n.
The argument for the lower bounds proceeds in the same way as in Theorem 6.2, using the fact ϑ ′ maps different strings
into different images, i.e., ϑ ′v+ ≠ ϑ ′v− for v+ ≠ v−. 
Corollary 6.5. All proper inclusions, incomparability and non-emptiness results, as well as the closure properties, shown for the
polynomial state complexity classes in Corollaries 5.6–5.8 and Theorems 5.9–5.10, remain valid even for alternating hierarchies
using a binary input alphabet, and hence for any larger fixed alphabet as well.
The state-size gaps for the conversion of an n-state automaton from the levelΣk/Πk to the levelΣk−1/Πk−1 are as follows:
• 2n/8−(k+1)·k/16−2 − 1, for ∆∗fas with a three-letter alphabet,
• 2n/8−(k+1)·k/16−log(k+1)−1 − 1, for general Afas with a three-letter alphabet,
• 2n/16−(k+1)·k/16−2 − 1, for ∆∗fas with a binary alphabet,
• 2n/16−(k+1)·k/16−log(k+1)−1 − 1, for general Afas with a binary alphabet.
These lover bounds are valid both for one-way and two-way Afas.
7. Concluding remarks
We have shown that, both for the one-way and two-way finite automata, the polynomial state complexity alternating
hierarchy is infinite: both 2Σk−1 and 2Πk−1 are proper subsets of 2Σk and of 2Πk, for each k ≥ 2. The blow-up for saving
a single alternation may require 2n/4−O(k) states in general, 2n/8−O(k2) states for automata with a fixed three-letter input
alphabet, and 2n/16−O(k2) states for automata accepting binary regular languages. These gaps hold for all reasonable models:
weakly and strongly alternation-bounded general 2Afas, and also for 2Afas in a ‘‘normal form’’, with the state set divided
into explicitly ordered alternating levels.
Moreover, 2Σk and 2Πk are incomparable, i.e., we can obtain the same gaps for the conversions between them in either
direction.
However, there are some important differences from the classical polynomial time hierarchy. Even though 2Σ2 ≠ 2Π2,
it is not clearwhether 2Σ1
?= 2Π1. In otherwords, it is not clear if each n-state 2Afamaking only existential decisions can be
converted into an equivalent 2Afamaking only universal decisions with a number of states polynomial in n, and vice versa.
Similarly, we still do not know whether 2Σ1
?= co2Σ1. Note that these two questions are not equivalent: the latter asks
whether an n-state 2Afamaking only existential decisions can be converted into a 2Afamaking again existential decisions
with a polynomial number of states, but accepting the complement. Swapping the roles of existential/universal decisions
and accepting/rejecting states does not convert a 2Π1fa M into a 2Σ1fa M ′ for the complement, since M may reject some
inputs without halting in any rejecting state, by going into an infinite cycle along at least one computation path. In general,
the following relations remain open:
co2Σk
?= 2Πk, co2Πk ?= 2Σk.
Actually, we do not know how tomake a complementary machine for aΠ1-alternating 2Afawith an arbitrary (but finite)
number of alternations, keeping the number of states polynomial:
co2Π1
?⊆ 2H =

k≥1
( 2Σk ∪ 2Πk ) ,
and hence the same problem arises for higher classes co2Σk and co2Πk. We conjecture that co2Π1 ⊈ 2H, and hence also
co2H ≠ 2H.
Recall that, by Theorem 5.9, this phenomenon does not appear for the one-way case: co1Σk = 1Πk and co1Πk = 1Σk,
for each k ≥ 1, and hence co1H = 1H. (Even though the statement of this theorem claims k ≥ 2, the argument for this part
clearly holds for k = 1.)
We investigated closure properties for Boolean operations: the classes 2Σk and 1Σk are closed under union but not
closed under intersection or complement, while 2Πk and 1Πk are closed under intersection but not closed under union or
complement. However, very little is known about the closure under other standard operations for these hierarchies, e.g.,
concatenation, star, homomorphism, . . . .
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We believe that the exponential gaps derived in this paper can be improved. It is also not clear how the gap grows if
we jump across several alternating levels, i.e., if a Σk+ℓ/Πk+ℓ-alternating automaton is simulated by a Σk/Πk-alternating
automaton, for ℓ > 1.
A challenging open problem is the existence of an infinite alternating hierarchy for unary regular languages. The situation
might be radically different here, since, in the unary case, there are already many other significant differences from the
general case. As an example, even though the classical subset constructionmay require 2n states, e(1+o(1))·
√
n·ln n states suffice
to simulate a unary n-state 2Nfa by 1Dfa [23].
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